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).#'$($/.E8
•
&)*2' " ( )//#/$/#.)*/0+/ $/.2*-&*))/$*)'+- 1' ) -/ .:

#  F. !$)$)". -  .  *) G"0 ./$(/ .A7 G-*0"#G ./$(/ . ) / )//$1  *)'0.$*). < .0# . /# 
G-*0"#*0)/.*!+-*' ("(' -.G8)/# -*0"# ./$(/ .*!/# *./.) ) !$/.*!"('$)":

# $.*!/# 1$ 2/#//# . G-*0"#G ./$(/ .)*)'0.$*).2$''#1 ,0 ./$*)' $(+/*)/# 
& 4"*'*!$(+-*1$)"/# 2 '' $)"*!/# 0./-'$)*((0)$/4:# *)!'$/$)"$)!*-(/$*))/# 
'& *! *./< ) !$/ )'4. . $.  *) -) /* /#  .$)* $)0./-4 . $. /#  ?. +-/$  /* %0./$!4 $/.
*)'0.$*).*)/# /# *-4*!!$'$)"/*/-/# -/#)/# %0./$!$/$*)*!/# ) !*-!0-/# -"*1 -)( )/
) - "0'/*-4 $)/ -1 )/$*) 2#$# 2*0' $(+*.  "- / - 0- ). *) $)0./-4 ) *).0( -. 2$/#
,0 ./$*)' *0/*( .!*-+-*' ("('$)":
#   *(($..$*)  /#  '' ) *).0'/$)" -*0+ DE /* )'4.  .+ /. *! /#  -!/ - +*-/
   

 



  









  




+-/$0'-'4!*0..$)"*)#+/ -.L7M)JJ:#$.)'4.$.$.)) 3 /*/#$.- .+*). :
# )'4.$..#*2./#/9
•

•
•
•

•

#  ?. -!/ - +*-/ * . )*/  ,0/ '4 - .. /#  - ,0$- ( )/. *! /#  ' "$.'/$*) +-*1$$)"
" ) -' +*'$4 "0$ '$) . !*- /#  *+ -/$*) *! /#  : #$. ' "$.'/$*) $)$/ . /#/ /#  $)/ - ./. *!
$)0./-$ .7 (+'*4 .7*).0( -.)/# *((0)$/4.2#*' .#*0' *).$ - .+-/*!/# 
/$1$/$ .0) -/& )4/# :#$' /# - +*-/+' ../-*)" (+#.$.0+*)/# $)/ - ./.*!
+-*' ( "(' -.7 /#   !$). /#/ /#  $)/ - ./. *! /#  "('$)" $)0./-4 ) - - /$*)'
"(' -.#1 )*/ ) ,0/ '4*).$ - :
# -!/- *(( )/$*).- )*/.. .. *)/# .$.*!) /.*$' ) !$/:
# - $.'$($/  1$ ) . !*-+*'$4<(&$)"- "-$)""('$)"+*'$4:
0#*!/# )'4.$.- '/$)"/*.* .)*/$!! - )/$/  /2 )1 )0 .D$: :.$)*.7#*/ '.)
'0.E72$/#'$//'  1$ ) $)$/$)"2# /# -!$)$)".7)/# !'*2*)- *(( )/$*).7-  ,0''4
++'$' /*$!! - )/1 )0 .:
# ++'$ ./# +- 0/$*)-4++-*#/*)'4.$.)- *(( )/$*).:

# )'4.$..4./#/-!/- *(( )/$*).(4$(+/*)/# .$)*$)0./-449
•
•
•

 0$)" /#  )%*4( )/  -$1  4 - - /$*)' "(' -. !-*( +'4$)" . $) .$)*. /#-*0"#
- 0$)"/# (*0)/' /*  /*)$)$1$0'+'4./#0.$)/ -! -$)"2$/#)$)$1$0'?.#*$ 8
(+*.$)"*./.0+*).$)*...*$/ 2$/#*(+'4$)"2$/#) 2- "0'/$*).8
 0$)".$)*- 1 )0 .)/#0.'$($/$)"/# .*+ !*-.$)*./**)/$)0 /*+-*1$ $)/ -)/$*)'<
'../*0-$.($)!-./-0/0- - ,0$- 4/# $-'$ ) *)$/$*).:

$/#- "-/*#+/ -L7/# )'4.$.*)'0 ./#//# ++-*#/& )$)/# -!/- +*-/72#$' 
!*0..$)" *) /#  +*/ )/$'  ) !$/. *!  - 0/$*) $) +-*' ( "('$)"7 * . )*/ ( / /#  ./)-. *!
- "0'/*-4 )'4.$. - ,0$-  /*   ( / 4 /#  0./-'$)7 //  )  --$/*-4 "*1 -)( )/ " )$ .: # 
0) -'4$)"- .*)$./#//# @- +*-/* .)*/$)'0 .0!!$$ )/'4-*)*).$./ )/++-*#/*
*(+-$)"/# !0''$(+/*!$/.+-*+*. #)" ./*- "0'/$*)$)/# "('$)". /*-:AJ# - +*-/
*0/'$) ./#- & 4!/*-./#/.0++*-/$/.*)'0.$*):# !$)./#//# ?.-!/- +*-/9
•
•
•

* . )*/ $)'0  @ !0'' *./  ) !$/ )'4.$. !*- -!/ - *(( )/$*). 2#$# $)1*'1  - "0'/*-4
#)" .8A
- '$ . @*) -$.&<.  .. ..( )/ !1*0-$)" +*/ )/$'  ) !$/. ) *./. 1*$  -/# - /# ) 
*).$./ )/.. ..( )/*!''*./.) ) !$/.8A)
($.- +- . )/.@/# *((*)'4 +/ -*' *!"*1 -)( )/$)/# +- . ) *!(-& /!$'0- .7.0#.
3/ -)'$/$ .A:K

# )'4.$.+*$)/.*0//#/2#$' /# -!/- +*-/+-*1$ .)*0/'$) *!2#/$.2$ '4 +/ 
!-( 2*-&/*"**+*'$4 1 '*+( )//# -!/- +*-/!$'./* '$1 -+-/$0'-'42$/#- "-/*/#*. 
-!/- *(( )/$*)./#/2*0'$)1*'1 ) 2*-( ) - "0'/$*).:# )'4.$..4./#//# 
!*0. *! /#  )'4.$. $. *) /#   ) !$/ /* .*$ /4 *!  (-"$)' - 0/$*) $) +-*' ( "('$)"7 @0/ /# 
)'4.$. * . )*/ (&   $- / *(+-$.*) *! /# .   ) !$/. /* +*/ )/$' *./. *! - "0'/*-4 *+/$*).:A
# -  $. .*(  ( )/$*) $) /#  -!/ - +*-/ *! +*/ )/$' *./. /* /#  "($)" $)0./-4 0/ @)* // (+/ $.
( $)/# )'4.$./*,0)/$!4/#*. *./.7 .+$/ /# !//#/.0#,0)/$!$/$*)2*0' -/$)'4 
! .$' 7)$.$)()424.(*- ./-$"#/!*-2-/#),0)/$!$/$*)*!/# *./.*!+-*' ("('$)":AL
)#+/ -M7/# #.!*0)/#/"('$)"C- '/ #-($.)*/)  ..-$'4*)!$) /*/#*. 2#*2*0'
 *).$ - /* +-*' ("(' -.:# #.0. $1 -. -)" *!//* ./$(/ +- 1' ) 7
-$.& !/*-. ) *./: #  +-*' ( 0) -'4$)" $/. !$)$)". $. /#/ /# -  $.  '& *! *).$./ )47
*(+-$'$/4)1'$$/4*!/# 0) -'4$)".0-1 4.:

# $/. '!$ )/$!$ ./#- & 4$..0 .$)$/.-!/- +*-/9
•
•

# - $.)*"*'./)-"$)./2#$#+*+0'/$*).- ).) / ./ /*( .0- /# $-1'$$/4:
# -  -  '$($/  / /#/ *0' /#*-*0"#'4 / ./ 2# /# -  . / *! ++- )/ )1$-*)( )/' *-


# )'4.$.<D+:JOE
 $D+:OE
L $D+:JIE
J
K

   

 



  









  




•

 #1$*0-'-$.&!/*-.- ..*$/ 2$/#!0/0- #-(:
# )/0- ) 3/ )/*!"('$)"<- '/ #-(.- #-/*( .0- 7""- "/ )*(+- :

$/$*)''4/# ?.-!/- +*-/.4.$/$.'.*$!!$0'//*+/0- /# !- ,0 )4*!$!! - )/ #1$*0-.*-
3+ -$ ) . -)"$)" !-*( ) 1 -7 -- '47 .*( /$( .7 *!/ ) /* '24.: #$. $. .0% /$1  ) /#   )*/ .
A/# ' 1 '*!#-( 3+ -$ ) 4*) + -.*).4$)"/#/# *-.# #.>.*( /$( .? 3+ -$ ) # '/#
+-*' (0 /*"('$)"(4 ,0$/ $!! - )/!-*()*/# -$)$1$0'"$1$)"/# $ )/$'- .+*). :AD+
M:QE:# )'4.$.)*/ ./#//# ?.0. *!$1 -. /.*0- .)(*$!$ 1 -.$*).*!/#  
#$"#'$"#//# '&*!*).$./ )47*(+-$'$/4)1'$$/4*!/# . .0-1 4.)$)/0-)0) -($) ./# 
?. !!*-/.)!$)$)".:# - +*-/+-*1$ . /$' )'4.$.*!/# . $..0 .:
# ?. ./$(/ *!+- 1' ) 2.*/$) !-*(.(+' .0-1 4.0.$)"/#  .'..$!$/$*)!*-
"(' -.:. *)/#$./# . ./$(/ /#//# -  /2 )RI7III)JPI7III0./-'$)..0!! -$)"
.$")$!$)/+-*' (.!-*(/# $-"('$)"$)4 -: /'.* ./$(/ ./#/)*/# -KLI7III/*LNI7III2 - 
/(* -/ -$.&:#$' /# - '$ .*)$1 -. -)" *!/.*0- ./# - - )0( -*!$..0 .9
•
•

/# .  ./$(/ . 2 -  "$)  0.$)" $!! -$)" .0-1 4 ( /#**'*"$ . ) .(+'$)" +-( / -. 2#$#
(4 /-/!-*(/# *(+-$'$/4)1'$$/4*!/# ""- "/ !$"0- .8)
/# -!/- +*-/.// ./#//# - .0'/.*/$) !-*(.(+' .0-1 4./#/#1 .0./)/$' "- *!
.//$./$'$(+- $.$*))/#0./# - $.#$"#+-*$'$/4*!$)0-4$)!$"0- .:

#   !$). /#/ +-*' ( "('$)" $. (*-  *) )/-/  (*)" /#*.  2#* 0.  .: #   -!/
- +*-/!$)./#/NS*!0'/.+'4.- "0'-'4: /*)  ./#//#  ./$(/ .- $(+- $. 0//# )
.0"" ././#/*) $)/ )*!/#$."-*0+2*0' '..$!$ .+-*' ("(' -.DM:LE:# )'4.$.
)*/ . /#/ 0  /* .//$./$' $)*).$./ )$ . /#  1'$$/4 *! /# .  ./$(/ . )   ,0 ./$*) : #  
(& ./# !*''*2$)"+*$)/.$)$/.)'4.$.9
•
•

$/#- ! - ) /*' M:JI$/$.)*/ /#//#  !$)$/$*)*!"('$)"1-$  /2 )%0-$.$/$*).
) ()4 *! /#  ./0$ . -  / : *- 3(+' 7 /#  (*./ -  )/ / !*-  ./ -) 0./-'$ )
.()$2.!-*(JRRR:
$/# - ! - )  /* '  M:JJ - '/$)" /* +-*' ( "(' -. /#  .(   !$$ )$ . ++'4 . !*- ' 
M:JI: #   !$)$/$*) *! - "0'- "(' -. 1-$ . (*)" /#  1-$*0. +- 1' )  .0-1 4.7 0/ /# 
$)!*-(/$*)$.)*/+-*1$ $)$/$)"/# $!! - ) . /2 ).+ $!$.// .0-1 4.:M

#$' /# -!/- +*-/)*/ ./#/.*)*/)  ..-$'40. +-*' ("('$)"7$/-"0 ./#/./-).
*! 1$ ) .0"" ././#/.- /# '$& '4.*0- *!(*./"('$)"+-*' (.$)0./-'$)+-*1$ 
1-$*0. 3(+' .: )!*-/0)/ '4 $!! -$)" ( .0- ( )/ / #)$,0 . -  )*/ )*/ 7 /# .  $!! - )/
( /#*.*0'' /*$)0-4$)- .0'/.7*(+-$.*).)""- "/ !$"0- .:N
# )'4.$.$)$/ ./#/@$/$.$(+*-/)//*)*/ /#/'/#*0"#/# -"0 ./#/>/# "- / -/# 
3/ )/ *! /#  +-*' (7 /#  (*-  '$& '4 $/ $. - '/  /* .7? /#$. * . )*/ /-).'/  /* '' "('$)"
+-*' (.) $)"//-$0/ /*.:1 )$!$/*)  /#/+'4*)./$/0/ .'-" +-*+*-/$*)
*! +-*' ( "('$)"7 $/ (4 ./$''   -"0  /#/ *)'0.$*). '$)&$)" +-*' ( "(' -. 3'0.$1 '4 2$/#
.- $. )$)*-- /:AO
#   '.* ./$(/ . /#/ +-*' ( "(' -. *0)/ !*- @-*0) MI + -  )/ *! /*/' "($)" (#$) 
.+ )$)";: * -/  -$.& "(' -. *0)/ !*-  !0-/# - .$")$!$)/ .#- :A DM:ME #  )'4.$. *!
+- 1' ) .0-1 4.$.!*0)$)++ )$3:"$)/# /++ -./* $)*(+' / )/- ).#1  )
./'$.# 4 ,0/$)"' 1 '.*!.+ )$)""/# - !-*($!! - )/.// .*1 -$!! - )//$( + -$*.:# 
1$ ) +- . )/ * .)*/$)'0 )4$!! - )/$/$*) /2 ).$)*.)*/# -"($)"1 )0 .: /)
  ..0(  /#/ /#  /4+  ) .+ $!$ )/0-  *! "($)" 1 )0 . 2*0' #1  .*(  !! / *) +/-*)
3+ )$/0- :
# )'4.$.+*$)/.*0//#/ 1$ ) !-*( 2 ').0"" ././#/.$)*.#1 '*2 --/ *!
@$-- .+*).$' "('$)"@/#)*)1 )$ ) 1 )0 .:A//# JR/#))0'*)! - ) $)) --/#$.
4 -7 - )) #*(. *! 2$)0-)  )$1 -.$/4 +- . )/   ./04 *)  0.  $) $!! - )/  '*0-) 


M#

)'4.$.D+:KLE
 $D+:KLE
O $D+:KLE
N

   

 



  









  




1 )0 .: -)'4.$.*!/!-*()0( -*!.0-1 4.$)$/ /#/'-" -+-*+*-/$*)*!+'4 -.
// ) )*)<.$)*1 )0 .$) '*0-) .*++*. /*/# .$)*: -)'4.$.'.*!*0)/#//# 
1$ ) $)$/ /#/+-*' ("(' -."(' (*- !- ,0 )/'4*).$))*)<.$)*1 )0 .:

# -"0 ./#/9
•
•
•
•
•

)4*!/# !$"0- .+- . )/ - / C+*$)/$)"/**)/ (+*--4$)0-4*!.0#!$"0- .:
#$'  3+ )$/0-  .#- . *! *).0( -. - +*-/$)" .+ $!$ +-*' (. 2 -  )'4. 7 )* .4./ (/$
)'4.$.# )0) -/& )$)/#$.- :
 )/$*) $. '.* (  *! #$"# .0(. *! 3+ )$/0-  $) ./0$ . 3($)$)" !-0 2# -  (*/$1  $.
- +*-/ ."('$)"- '/ 0/$/) -"0 /#/.0# 1$ ) $..+-. )+-*'4.& 2 
4/#  !! /*!.0./)/$'-$( .:
 1 -' *! /#  ./0$ . #1  !*0) /#/ + *+'  #1   +**- ) 0) -.//  - '' *! .+ )$)"
$)$/$)"$)0-4*!- *- /:
* ( )/$*) $. (  *! 1$ )  *! /#  -/$* *! 3+ )$/0-  /* #*0. #*' $)*(  /#/ *0'  
//-$0/ /*+-*' ("(' -.:

# !//#//# -!/- +*-/$)$/ .$)$/.1$ 2/#/()4)*)<+-*' ("(' -.'.*- +*-/#-(
0 /*"('$)"/$1$/$ .0) -'$) ./# ) /* // -$ )/$!4/# /4+ .*!"(' -.2#*1$.$/.$)*.: /
'.* -$. . /#  ,0 ./$*) *! 2# /# - $/ $. )  ..-4 /* '.* $ )/$!4 2# /# - - - /$*)' "(' -. $) 
.$)* )1$-*)( )/7*(+- /*- - /$*)'"(' -.// )$)"#*/ '.)'0.7 3+ -$ ) /# .( 
' 1 '.*!#-(:)4./0$ .'.*(& /# +*$)//#/+-*' ("('$)"$.*!/ ).4(+/*(*!*/# -.*$'
# '/# $..0 . C * (*-$$/4 < ) /# - !*-  /#  ,0 ./$*) $. 2# /# - #-( ($)$($./$*) ( .0- . .
+-*+*. 4/# 2$''.*'1 /# +-*' (:
# +-*' (2$/#/# ?.-!/- +*-/$./#/)*$./$)/$*)$.-2)$)#+/ -M /2 )1 )0 .C$: :
 ./$)/$*) 1 )0 . D.0# . .$)*.E . $./$)/ !-*( *)1 )$ )  1 )0 . D$: : #*/ '. ) '0.E: # 
./0$ .)/0. 4/# - . *)- . -#*)0/ $)#*/ '.)'0.0/)*/.$)*.:#$.
$..0 $.$.0.. !0-/# -$)//#( )/K:
# )*/ ./# ?.-!/!$)$)"M:N2# - 4/# *)'0 ./#/@2#$' !-!-*( -/$)7+-*' (
"('$)" +- 1' )  -/ . ++ - /* #1  !'' ):AD+ M:MNE: #$. )   . ) . ) $)$/$*) /#/
"*1 -)( )/+*'$4).$)*$)0./-4$)$/$/$1 ..*0/'$) $)/# .0($..$*)/*/#  ),0$-4#1 
# ) !! /: )!*-/0)/ '4 /#   "$1 . )* - *")$/$*) /* $)0./-4 $)$/$/$1 . /#/ #1   )
$)./-0( )/'$)/#$.- 0/$*):
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/'"&+*
•

 #*+&)&% 1++* %&*)*+ %+ &%-%,*++')&- $)"#0 )%+%
 )%+ +*)- +&&%*,$)*+%&%-% %$# %-%,*5

•

  ,** +  % %* & + #*110%*"  )*) ,+  #* +& "%&.# +* # $ ++ &%*
)) %$/ $,$+# $ +*&) %&)*+&+##0 +* % %*&%%&$ %+ &%%&+*5

•

  %#0* * )-#* ++ )*) ,%)' %% % %+%* +0 & '#0 * %&%#,* - %  >@ +
# $ +&,#)*,#+ %%+ %)* %$# %)#+)$5

•

 %*+++7* % %*&%* %',+#-#*)#)#0*&% +*&.%- .*)+)
+%%0&$'## %- %*5

•

,)+) +   %* ++ + 7* )&$$%+ &%* &) #&.) + # $ +*2 * %',+ # $ +* %
%&)$+ &%&%&*+')&,)&'#0)') +&%*$##%,$)&(, -&#*+, *5

•

+ *,%#).+)+** +*'&# 0)&$$%+ &%*&%*,  %+#0)&,*+&% + -
$&#&$# %- &,)%.+)+7* % %*%)&$$%+ &%*-%+% +
&)*& +05

•

  ),* ++  *+)&% % &$'## % * / *+* +& /$'+ * %&* )&$ + 7* )+
)&$$%+ &%* %+*'+)*5


1.

   

.$)*.-  ./$)/$*)"($)"1 )0 .: )/# *-$"$)'.0($..$*)/*/#  ./$)/$*)1 )0 2.
 !$)  . +-*1$$)" @.*(  --$ -. /* /#  *).0(+/$*) *! "($)" +-*0/.7 2$/#   "-  *! !!*-/
- ,0$- :  ./$)/$*) 1 )0 . $)1*'1   +- ( $//   $.$*) /* /-1 ' /* /#  1 )0 7 *!/ ) *1 - 
.$")$!$)/ $./) A:P #  .0($..$*) 2 )/ *) /* .4 /#/ #*/ '. ) '0. -  *).$ -  *)1 )$ ) 
1 )0 .7@+-*1$$)"!$'$/$ .*).0( -(4 )*0)/ -0-$)"/# $-$'4/$1$/$ .7' $)"/*)$(+0'. 
 $.$*) /* "(' : # .  1 )0 . *!/ ) #1   #$"#  ..$$'$/4 /* *).0( -. ) ! 2 --$ -. /*
*).0(+/$*):A
0./-'$).$)*.<2#$' /# $-($)/$1$/4$."('$)"<'.*" ) -/ /*0-$.(7)*!! --)" *!)*)<
"($)"!$'$/$ .C$)'0$)"$)$)"7 )/ -/$)( )/7- /$')*((*/$*)<''//# 0++ - )*!/# 
#*.+$/'$/4 .' : # 4 +-*1$  /#$. $)/ "-/  /*0-$.( $)!-./-0/0-  *)  .'  !- "- / - /#) */# -
1 )0 .: /$.*).$ - 0)'$& '4/#//#$.$)!-./-0/0- 2*0' +-*1$ $!.$)*.$)*/ 3$./:.)
3(+' 7 0+$/ -.*2).1$'' 7(%*-- "$*)'$)/ "-/ .$)*- .*-/7.*'MR7PRI-**()$"#/.$)KIIQ
*! 2#$# PIS 2 -  .*' /* 1$.$/*-. /* /#  - "$*): ) /#  './ /2* 4 -. /#$. .$)* #*./  -*0) J7NII
1 )/. + - ))0( //-/$)" NL7III "0 ./.: .$)*. *)/-$0/  .$")$!$)/ /3 $)*(  /* '' ' 1 '. *!
"*1 -)( )/DLIS*!''.$)*- 1 )0 $)KIIP<IQ2.+$$)/3 .E7- / -)" *!$- /)$)$- /
%*.)*)/-$0/ /*0-)$)!-./-0/0-  1 '*+( )/:
* ).0- /#/.$)*.*)/$)0 /*+-*1$ 2*-'<'.."($)"))*)<"($)"!$'$/$ .7/# 4*)/$)0''4
- <$)1 ./7- ) 2$)") )#)$)" 3$./$)"!$'$/$ .:# - +*-/ *)/#$.$)/# .0($..$*)/*
/# $),0$-4:# - +*-/.$7@;.$)*.- ,0$- /# $-"($)"*+ -/$*)./*" ) -/ .0!!$$ )/- /0-)./*
( / /#  *./. *! +-*1$$)" */# "($)" ) )*)<"($)" . -1$ . ) !$'$/$ .: ) *)/-./ ()4 */# -
"($)"*+ -/*-.*)*/! /# .( ./-$)" )/- ,0$- ( )/.!*-+-*1$$)"2*-'C'..!$'$/$ .;AQ

//# -  )/*)! - ) $)) --D*1 ( -KIIRE7-))#*(.*!2$)0-) )$1 -.$/4
+- . )/ ./04*!$!! - )/- . -#+-*% /.. $) '*0-) /#/*)'0 /#/0./-'$).0. 
'*'  1 )0 . ,0$/  $!! - )/'4 /* /#  '-" -7 $/4<.  .$)* D$) /#$. .  -*2)  '*0-) E7 2$/#
'*' 1 )0 . . ) .  (*-  !($'$-7 *(!*-/'  )- "0'- +'  /* 1$.$/ 2#$'  /#  (*-  $./)/ $/4<
.  .$)* $.  .+ $' )$"#/ *0/: #  +- . )//$*) $.0..  @$(+*-/)/ + - +/0' $!! - ) . $) /# 
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24.('' -7.00-)1 )0 .)/# '-" $/4<. .$)*- 1$ 2 A:R

)0( -*!- . -#+-*% /.2 - )'4. 4-#*(.9

• 8,# ++ -)*). +@B')&#$$#)*%* //') %&,%*##&)**&.+0
')))*$##)2#&#-%,*. .)') -*.)$2) %#0%** #;&$*
+#52A??H< %&%+)*+2*&$')+  '%+*/')**%+ - *# "&+#))2$&) $')*&%#
 +0* %&59
• 8 &##&.6,' *,)-0 . + BDD ,))%+  $#)* *,''&)+ + *2  % % ++ '&'# $#
$&))(,%+#0+#&#-%,*&$')+&+ +06** %&2%++')&#$$#)*
'#0 * * %  %+#0 $&) &+% +% %&%6')&#$ $#)* + #&# -%,* ,+ %&+ + +
* %&59
• 8%&+) *$'# & AAC  $#)* * $ #)#0 *&. '&'# $# $&) )(,%+#0 + #&#
-%,*%2. #')&#$$#)*'#0* %  %+#0$&)&+%+&+#&#%* %&6*
-%,*&$')+&%&%6')&#$$#)*2++* 1.*$,#))&)#&#-%,*59

/2.*)'0 /#/0./-'$).0. '*'1 )0 .,0$/ $!! - )/'4/*.$)*7'*'1 )0 . $)"
. ).@(*- !($'$-7*(!*-/' )- "0'-+' /*1$.$/2#$' /# (*- $./)/$/4. .$)*$.
 .+ $' )$"#/ *0/;:A ) @; +-*' ( "(' -. "('  .$")$!$)/'4 (*-  !- ,0 )/'4 *) . /
+0.B'0.B#*/ '.0/)*/*)/# .$)*<. ./#))*)<+-*' ("(' -.:AJI
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./*++$)"!-*( )/ -$)"1 )0  0. /# 4- ' /*./*+/#$. #1$*0-4/# (. '1 .: /) ./* 
- ( ( - /#/$/$./# . '!< 3'0 0./*( -?.- .+*).$$'$/4/*./424!-*(/# 1 )0 7/# 1 )0 
)*)'4..$./:
) $/. -!/ - +*-/ /#   &)*2' " . /#/ 1*'0)/-4 . '!< 3'0.$*) "- ( )/. (+#.$.  + -.*)'
- .+*).$$'$/4 D++ )$3 7 + :KE:  #  *(($..$*) '.* - *")$5 . /#/ - # . *! . '!< 3'0.$*)
"- ( )/. )   #-"  2$/# ) *!! )  *-   !$) :   + / *!! ) -. (4 '.*   +'  0) -
$)1*'0)/-4 3'0.$*) *- -. C .0% /$)" /# ( /* #-.# - + )'/$ . .#*0' /# 4 - <*!! ): D++ )$3 7
:KE:
#   )*/ . /#  ?. *)'0.$*) /#/  (*-  *# - )/ . / *! --)" ( )/. .#*0' )*/ '$($)/  ''
1-$/$*)./#/0-- )/'4++'4$)+-/$ :@# *./.*! '$($)/$)"''1-$/$*).(4 #$"#*(+- 
2$/# /#   ) !$/.7 ) .*(  1-$/$*). (4 .0$/ /#  $-0(./) . *! /#  1 )0 . )B*- +-*1$  0. !0'
3+ -$( )/' 1$ ) *0/ !! /$1 --)" ( )/.A:D++ )$37:ME
# . *)'0.$*).- 0) -+$)) 4/# .. ..( )/*!0./-'$))*1 -. .. '!< 3'0.$*)+-*"-(.
/#/ " ) -''4 !$) /#/ /#  (%*-$/4 *! +-/$$+)/.  ) !$/ !-*( . '!< 3'0.$*) .# ( . ) /#/ /# 
(*/$1/$*)/*#)" ' ./* // -*0/*( .7). '!< 3'0.$*)- $)!*- ./#/(*/$1/$*):D++ )$37
:OE
)/#$.- .+ /7/# "- .2$/#/# ?.*)'0.$*)/#/*) <.$5 !$/.<''++-*#2*0')*/4$ '
*+/$(0( - .0'/.:   0# ) ++-*# 2*0' $'0/  /# $- !! /$1 ) .. ) ++'$/$*): 0-/# -(*- 7 /# 
 '$ 1 ./#//# 0-- )/++-*# .$)/-*0 4.$)*.- $)!*- )++-*+-$/ ')  /2 )
+ -.*)'- .+*).$$'$/47($)$($5$)".*$'./$"()$).*( %0-$.$/$*).- 0) -+$)) 4+ )'/$ .:
-$/$*). - !' / 1 )0  $-0(./) .7 $)'0$)" 1 )0 .? *(($/( )/ /* +-*1$  $)$1$0'$. 
..$./) ) ../**0). ''$)". -1$ .:
# #.)*/- *")$. /# $!!$0'/$ .$)$(+' ( )/$)"0)$1 -.'.4./ ()/# $($)$.#$)"- /0-).
*!// (+/$)"/*$ )/$!4(0#'-" -.0. /*!+ *+' :# - $.)*+-/$'+0-+*. . -1 $)+0)$.#$)"7
$.$+'$)$)")$.1)/"$)"1 )0 .!*-''*2$)"/#  )/-4/**).0( -.2#*(4) 1 -#1 1$.$/ 
/#/1 )0  !*- :
# &)*2' " ./#/.$)*.#1 2 ''< 1 '*+ . '!< 3'0.$*)+-*"-(.0//# ). &./*@0(
*2)A/# +-* ..)-$)".$)*.2$/#$)/# ($/$!$/.0)$1 -.'.4./ (: )$1$0'*) <*)<*) 
$)/ -1$ 2.''*2.$)*./**'' /$)!*-(/$*))$/+-*1$ .)$(+*-/)/*++*-/0)$/4/* )*0-" /# 
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.$)*.#1 /-$) ./!!1$'' KM#*0-.4/* / /)$)/ -1 ) 2# - +/-*). 3#$$/
.$").*!+-*' ("('$)" #1$*0-8
 +/-*) (0./ +-*1$  +-**! !-*( +-*! ..$*)' *0). ''*-.  !*-   . '!< 3'0.$*) *- - $.
- 1*& $)(*./.$)*.8)
.$)*. #1  +-$1/  - . 24 !-*( /#  "($)" !'**- 2# -  0./*( -. 2#* (4 ) 
..$./) ) $)/ -1$ 2 )..$./ :
!& *+'."*+"& *$3.$,*"'&()' )%*

$/#- "-/* *(( )/$*)P:J/# (& ./# !*''*2$)"+*$)/.9
•
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•
•
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@*) <.$5 !$/.<''++-*#A/*/#$.$..0 * .)*/*%0./$ /*/# ) .*!$)$1$0'.)* .
)*/- *")$. /# #$"#./)-.'- 4$)+' $).$)*.!*- '$)"2$/# 3'0.$*).:
0./-'$).$)*.#1 ( #)$.(.$)+' !*-. '!< 3'0.$*).)1 )0 <$)$/$/  3'0.$*).:
*( .$)*.'.*#1 ( .0- .$)+' !*-/#$-+-/4 3'0.$*).:
.$)*. -   ./$)/$*) 1 )0 .7 *+ -/  0) - $!! - )/ ' "$.'/$*) /#/ *!/ ) $(+*.  $!! - )/
*'$"/$*). *) .$)*. $) # .//  ) / --$/*-4 ) *!! - $!! - )/ "($)" +-*0/.:  #$.
- +- . )/.(-& $!! - ) !-*(/# *+ -/$*)*!#*/ '.)'0.:
#  ?. -!/ - *(( )/$*) $)- . . ) *+ -/*-?. 3+*.0-  /* -$.& 0/ / /#  .(  /$( 
$)/-*0 . + )'/$ . !*- !$'0-  /* ()"  /#  -$.& D/#  3'0.$*) +-* .. .E: ) *(($..$*) -
)&.?*2)2*-.7(*- ') ++-*#$.)  :
# -  -  .$")$!$)/ +-$14 $(+'$/$*). $)1*'1  $) /#  1 -4 -* ++'$/$*) *! /#$.
- *(( )/$*):
 .4./ ( /#/ ''*2. )* !' 3$$'$/4 (4 +- 1 )/ *+/$*)8  .4./ ( /#/ $ )/$!$ .  0./*( -
/#-*0"#*0/ /#  )/$-  %0-$.$/$*) (4 +- 1 )/ *+/$*) 0  /* /#  0./*( -?. +-$14 < !*-
3(+' 7 *- ' -$/40./*( -2*0')*/2)//# $- /$'.&)*2)/*1 )0 ./#-*0"#*0/
+-/$0'- .// :  0./*( - !-*( -0-' $/*-$ 2#* * . )*/ 1$.$/ -*2) 2*0' #1  /# $-
$)!*-(/$*)1$'' 0))  ..-$'4)/#$.(4$..0 /# (!*-(/&$)".0#./ +:
*2 * . /#   )1$."  /#/  .('' *0)/-4 #*/ ' 2*0'  ' 2$/# /#  '-"  )0( - *!
3'0 +/-*).!-*((%*-.$)*=
.4./ (/#/$ )/$!$ .''0./*( -.!-*(''1 )0 .2*0'+*. .$")$!$)/+-*' (./*1 )0 
*+ -/*-.$)/# $-..$./) /*/# 0./*( -$)- #$-0(./) .:
$/#- "-/*/# ($)$./-/$*)*!0)$1 -.'.4./ (9
• #*$.- .+*).$' !*-*'' /$*))*2) -.#$+*!/# /*'' / )2#**2)./# 
/=
•
*22*0'.0#.4./ (2*-&$))- .0#./# *'*./B2 - 2# - 
0./*( -.(4-*../# *- -/*+'4/*)- 0+$/ -.=
• #/- /# *./...*$/ 2$/#/# ++'$/$*)*!0)$1 -.'.4./ ()2*0'.0#
*./.*0/2 $"#/# .*$' ) !$/.=
•
*22*0'- 1*/$*). #)' -*..1 )0 .=
•
*22*0'1'$$)!*-(/$*)/* )'  $.$*)./* ( *0/0./*( -. 
 .. *-.#- =#/2*0' /# ++-*+-$/ ) ..7+-/$'$'$/4)' "'$/4*!
*$)"/#$.=
.$)*.0-- )/'4- ,0 ./$ )/$!$/$*)*!''0./*( -.-  $1$)"# ,0 .)$).*( .$)*.
/#$.$.(/# /*/# .$)*?.'*4'/4+-*"-(/. /#/$ )/$!$ .$!/# 0./*( -$.. '!<
3'0 :
#$.- *(( )/$*)*0' )*./' !*-0./*( -.. &$)"/*#)" /# $- #1$*0-:
0./*( -.2*0'.**)- '$. /# *++*-/0)$/$ .!*-$-0(1 )/$)"/# -0' .)/# !//#/$/
2*0' $!!$0'/!*-1 )0 ./* / /- # .:
&,*$3.$,*"'&()' )%*

$/#- "-/* *(( )/$*)P:K/# (& ./# !*''*2$)"+*$)/.9
•
•


).$)*.. '!C 3'0.$*)+-* ..$.1$'' $(( $/ '40+*)- ,0 .//*0./*( -.KM#*0-.
47P4.2 &72$/#.0 ..!0'++'$/$*)/# - !*-  !! /$1 $(( $/ '4:
 >)* $)/ -1$ 2? *+/$*) $. )*/ +- ! --  4 /#  .$)* $)0./-4 . $)!*-(/$*) .0++'$  4 /# 
0./*( -$.0. .#*0'/# 0./*( -2$.#/*- 1*& /# $-. '!< 3'0.$*):/!!*. -1/$*).- 
1$/'*(+*) )/$)(&$)"*/# 3'0.$*))- 1*/$*) $.$*).: )/ -1$ 2.+-*1$ 1'0' 
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$)/ -/$*)/$( 2# - /# 0./*( -) ++-$. *!..$./) /#/(4 1$'' /*/# (:
>)*$)/ -1$ 2?*+/$*)2*0'- ,0$- !$3 / -(. '!< 3'0.$*)2$/#)*- 1*/$*)+-* ..:
)''.$)*. 3'0$)"+ -.*)*0/.$ *!/# 1 )0 +0/../!!/-$.&)/#  3'0.$*)) ./*
  *(+' /  4 /#  .$)* *+ -/*- *- #$.B# - )*($)  0) - ' "$.'/$*) 2#$# ( ). /#/ $/
*0')*/ $(+' ( )/ 4/#$-+-/4:
 '!< 3'0.$*)4- (*/ ( ).$.$!!$0'/.$/$.)  ..-4/* .0- *!/# $ )/$/4*!/# + -.*)
2$.#$)"/* 3'0 )/#//# + -.*)4*0-  3'0$)"$.$)!//# + -.*)2#*$.- ,0 ./$)"
/#  3'0.$*):
'!)&+(()'!+'*$3.$,*"'&
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•
•
•
•
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# F.-!/- *(( )/$*).- !*-/# (*./+-/'- 4$)+' /*1-4$)" "- .$)''
.$)*.:
#  *) +/ *!  **'$)"<*!! + -$* $. 0.  $) .*(  %0-$.$/$*). 0/ )*/ $) */# -. ) !0-/# -
*).$ -/$*)/*/# 1)/" .)$.1)/" .*!/#$.) ./* *).$ - :
#  $/*-$) .4./ ( *! ++ ' "$)./ 3'0.$*) 2$/#$)  KQ<4 + -$* /* /#  - "0'/*- *0'
'.*   "$1 ) !0-/# - *).$ -/$*): '/$(/ '4 /#   $.$*) /* 3'0  ) /#  ' )"/# *! /$( 
.#*0' . *)/# $)$1$0') .*!/# 0./*( -:
. /#   #. '- 4 $)$/  /* -*0/$1$/4 *(($..$*) - . -# -. /# -  $. *)!'$/$)"
1$ ) *0//#  !!$4*!/#$-+-/4 3'0.$*).:# ) ./* 2- /#/$!.*( *) $.
3'0 "$).//# $-2$''/# - $.1$ 2/#//# 4- 0)'$& '4/* +/# '+!*-/# $-+-*' (
*-./424!-*("('$)":#  '$ 1 ./#/!0-/# -- . -#) ./* --$ *0/ !*- 
)4 - *(( )/$*) - "-$)" /#$- +-/4 3'0.$*). $. *+/ : *2 1 -7 "$1 ) /#/ /#  
 '$ 1 ./#//# 0-- )/.4./ (.$)+' - ./$.!/*-4$)$1$0'1 )0 ..#*0' "$1 )/# 
*++*-/0)$/4/*(&  $.$*)*)/#$.:
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# ./).!$-('4 #$)$/.+*.$/$*)*)+- <*(($/( )/.-/$0'/ $)$/..0($..$*)/*/# :
#   .0++*-/.  1*'0)/-4 *+/<$) .4./ ( *! +- <*(($/( )/ /#/ $.  /**' .0++*-/$)" - .+*).$' 
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)4 +- <*(($/( )/ ./-/ "4 $(+' ( )/  4  .//  "*1 -)( )/ .#*0'   *!  1*'0)/-4
)/0- :
)4 .# (  .#*0' )*/ 0.  $)*)1 )$ )  /* - - /$*)' "(' -. )*- .#*0' $/ $(+$)"  *)
/#  )/ -/$)( )/1'0 *!0./*( -?./$1$/4:
)4 ./-/ "4 .#*0'   !' 3$'  $) /#/ $/ .#*0')*/)  ..-$'4- '4*)/# $)/-*0/$*)*!) 2
/ #)*'*"4/*+-*1$ /# .*'0/$*)).#*0'- !' //# $1 -.$/4)$!! - ) .*!/# .$)*
$)0./-4)$/.0./*( -.:
 .0- ..#*0'+-*1$  ..$' $)!*-(/$*)/*''*2$)!*-( #*$ :
(+' ( )//$*) *! +- <*(($/( )/ ./-/ "$ . .#*0'   +-    4 1$ ) <.  - . -#
/#/.0++*-/./#  !! /$1 ) ..*!)4./-/ "4) ./$(/ .*!/# *./*!$)/-*0/$*):
*)" 1$/4$))4) 2.4./ (.#*0' #$"#'4'$& '4:
 .0- ..#*0' .$(+' /*$(+' ( )/7 !! /$1 ))*/$(+*. .0./)/$'!$))$'0- )
*)/# .$)*$)0./-4:
- <*(($/( )/.#*0' . )./**'/*$- .+*).$' "('$)"+-/$ .-/# -/#)./# 
.*'0/$*)!*-+-*' ("('$)" #1$*0-.:
-$' *0/*( . $) ) 0./-'$) )1$-*)( )/ )  /*   +-*+ -'4 *).$ -  ) 1'0/ 
 !*- $(+' ( )//$*)*)2$ -.' $..*0"#/:
# 0./*( -?.-$"#//*+-$14#./* - .+ / ))4./-/ "4(0./*(+'42$/#/$*)'
-$14-$)$+' .:

#   $/. '! #. )*/  /#/ +- <*(($/( )/ /-$' - .0'/. -  )*/ *)'0.$1  ) /#/ @;/# 4 2$'' )*/
>+-*1 ? *- >$.+-*1 ? /#  1'0  *! +- <*(($/( )/ + - . ;A # - !*-  $/ $. #- /* .  *)0-- ) 
(*)"./.// ))/$*)'%0-$.$/$*).:
 )0( - *! 0./-'$) .$)*. -  $) /#  +-* .. *!  1 '*+$)" 1*'0)/-4 *+/<$) +- <*(($/( )/
( #)$.(. $/# - 0  /* - "0'/*-4  (). *- $) .*(  . . *)  1*'0)/-4 .$. $) "- ( )/ 2$/#
/# $- - ' 1)/ - "0'/*-: #$. *(($/( )/ /* 1*'0)/-4 +- <*(($/( )/ $. /# - !*-  +- $/  *) /# 
   

 



  









  




0-- )/ - "0'/*-4 ').+  /#/ * . )*/ $)'0  */# - - "0'/*-4 $(+*./.7 .0# . (3$(0(  / )
.# '$($/. ) +4( )/ *! +-$5 . *1  HKNI7 * )*/ ++'4 /* .$)*.: *)/$)0$)" 2*-& *) +- <
*(($/( )/$.+- $/ *)/# . )*/ $)"++'$' /*.$)*.:
# *)) ''#$''$+../04!*-('$)" . -#0./-'$C,*+)# %+ &%#,)-0&$#)
)&$$ +$%+- &,)A??D<.0"" ./ /#/.$)*+'4 -.2 - (*- '$& '4/*+- <*(($//*
 -/$) 3+ )$/0- /#)*/# -+'4 -.:
# .0-1 47*!KMI+'4 -.7DJJS+'4 $).$)*.7OOS$)'0.)KKS$)#*/ '.E7!*0)/#/9
• .$)*. +'4 -.2 - /# (*./'$& '4/*.1 0+.(''(*0)/.!*-"('$)":
• .$)*+'4 -.2 - (*- '$& '4/*/& 2#//# 4.+ )*(+- /**/# -"-*0+.)
'.*1*$0.$)".:
• .$)*+'4 -.!*0)/#/.+- <*(($/( )/./-/ "4/&$)"*)'42#//# 4+')) /*.+ )
(*-  !! /$1 /#)*/# -+'4 -.:
.$)" /#  .(  -/$*)'  . /#   0. . $) $/. -!/ - +*-/ /* --$1  / 1-$*0. !$)$)". ) -!/
- *(( )/$*).$/2*0')*/ 0)0.0'/*..0( /# )/#/)*)<0./*( -.$).$)*.- (*- 
'$& '4/*0. ./#)0./*( -.:#$.'.*- $)!*- ./# +*$)/.(  -'$ -D//#( )/KE/#/
()4.$)*0./*( -.*)*/+'4.). ./$)/$*)1 )0 ..$)*.*!! -$1 -. "($)"))*)<
"($)". -1$ .)) /*/ -!*-/#  ().*!/# $-0./*( -.:*). ,0 )/'4.$)*.#1 '- 4
'*/ ./- .*)' $./) .24!-*("($)"!'**-.:
#  .$)* $)0./-4 /& . /#  1$ 2 /#/ /#  $)/-*0/$*) *! +- <*(($/( )/ ( #)$.(. 4 $)$1$0'
.$)*.2*-&$)"2$/#/# $-- .+ /$1 - "0'/*-.$.!-+- ! -' )(*- '$& '4/* $)/-*0 $)/# 
/$( !-( . /4/# D*- 1 ) -'$ -E/#)2*0' /# . !*-0)$1 -.'.4./ (.+-*+*. 4
/# :#$.$.- *")$. 4/# $)$/.-!/- +*-/:# *) <.$5 !$/.''++-*#.+-*+*. 4/# 
$)$/.-!/- +*-/2$'' $!!$0'//*($)$./ -)()" )$.0)'$& '4/* $(+' ( )/ $)/# /$( 
!-( . /4/# :
#  >. -/$*)'  $. 0) -+$))  4 $/.  '$ ! /#/ / #)*'*"4 $. /#  & 4 0/ $/ $. )*/ .0-  2#/ /#/
/ #)*'*"4(4 : 1 -/# ' ..$/./$''.+ 0'/ .@$/2*0'++ -/#//# / #)*'*"$'/-% /*-42$''
. /# . &$).*!/ #)*'*"$ .0. $)0./-'$$)/# ( $0(/ -(A:
) $/. . *) .0($..$*) /#   -"0  /#/  -1 - .  ($)"7 !*- 3(+' 7 #.  '*)" 24 /* "*
 !*- $/$.$(+' ( )/ $)0./-'$*-)42# -  '. : /2.+*$)/ *0//*./!!/#//# -*''<*0/*!
. -1 - .  "($)" / #)*'*"4 2$''   1 -4 .'*2 0  /* /#  *($)/$*) *! /#  .$5  *! /#  +$/'
$)1 ./( )/)@/# 0),0)/$!$' - /0-)*)$)1 ./( )/:A .+$/ /# *(($..$*)?... -/$*)/#/.0#
/ #)*'*"4 $.  $)" -*''  *0/ $) /#  )$/  // . *) /#  .$. /#/ $/ $.  $)" $(+' ( )/  $) /#  ) 2
-$.$)* .*-/D$/4 )/ -E$) . ".7/# !/.- /#/*)'4/2*()0!/0- -.?"( .*+ -/ *)
/#  K +-*/**' /#/ ''*2. !*- *2)'*'  "( . ) /# -  $. )* "(  *2)'* +$'$/4 $) /# 
+-*+ -/4:# *)'4) 2!0)/$*)'$/4$.''  -1$ $)*2C)*).- )1 -.$*)*!+'4 -/-&$)"
$.+'4:*-"/$)/')/$$/42.2$- !*- -1 -. ($)". 1 )4 -."*0//# .4./ (#.
)*/ )$(+' ( )/ /# - :
-  )/.0-1 4*!KII.$)* 3 0/$1 .-*../# )$/ // .4' - . . -#!*0)/#/MNS
! '//#//# *./*!$(+' ( )//$*)2*0'!0-/# - '4/# *). /*-!0-/# - 1 '*+( )/*! -1 -. 
($)" / /# $- !$'$/$ .: # ) .&  *0/ 2#/ $(+/ /#  .//  *! /#  *)*(4 2*0' #1  *) )4
 $.$*)7 (*-  /#) /2* /#$-. DOOSE $)$/  /#/ /#  0-- )/ .//  *! /#   *)*(4 # !0-/# -
 '4 /# $-+')./**+/ -1 -. ($)"2$/#*0/.+ $!$/$( /' !*-/# - *).$ -/$*)*!
 -1 - .  ($)" ) )*/# - KIS # .# '1  )4 +'). /# 4 2 -  *).$ -$)" *- ($"#/ #1 
*).$ -  - "-$)" /#  *+/$*) *- !0-/# - *+/$*) *!  -1 - .  ($)" ) # )* +') /*
- *).$ - /#  $..0 : -& //#:*( - +*-/  -  )/'4 /#/  -1 - .  ($)" A/#*0"# 2 ''<
 1 '*+  / /#$. +*$)/7 '**&. /*   .'*2 /* 0)!*' $) /#  !$ ': 0'/$+'  #0-' . - ($)7 $)'0$)"
- "0'/*-4 $..0 . ) /#  .,0 5  +$/' 3+ )$/0-  0" /. *! *+ -/*-.:A   0/.#  )& )'4./
2.,0*/ ..4$)"@*./"('$)" ,0$+( )/(& -."- /#/ -1 -. ($)"$.'$& '4/* )
1*'0/$*)7)*/- 1*'0/$*)7$)/ -(.*!/# .+ *!$/.*+/$*)4.$)*.:A

*.0"" ././# *(($..$*)#.*) /#// #)*'*"4#*'./# & 4(4.*0)"**$)/# *-40/
+-/$ 2*0'.0"" ./*/# -2$. :
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#  0./-'$) .$)* $)0./-4 #. 1*'0)/-$'4 ) 4 - "0'/$*) $)/-*0  *1 - KII $!! - )/ #-(
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#   *).$ -. /#/ /#  .$)* $)0./-4 '- 4 #. 2 ''< 1 '*+  ) !! /$1  *(+'$)  )
*(+'$)/.#)'$)"--)" ( )/.$)+' :
#  .$)* $)0./-4 * . )*/ "-  2$/# /#  F. .// ( )/. *) @($3  $) )/$1 .A ) @*)!'$/. *!
$)/ - ./A 2# ) ++'$  /*  1 )0 ?. ++-*# /* +-*' ( "('$)" ) #-( ($)$($./$*):  - !-*(
 $)"*)!'$/ 7$/$.$).$)*?.$)/ - .//*+-*1$ $/.. -1$ .$).! ).0./$)' ()) -:.$)*.?
'*)"</ -($)/ - ./.- *).$./ )/))*/$)*)!'$/2$/##-(($)$($./$*)*% /$1 .:
.$)*. -  0-- )/'4 3/ ).$1 '4 ) ./-$/'4 - "0'/  ) .0% / /* )0( -*0.   -'7 .//  )
/ --$/*-4 '2. . 2 '' . /#  *((*) '2 ) ,0$/4: #    '$ 1 . 0-- )/ '2. $(+*.  )
++-*+-$/  ' 1 ' *! - .+*).$$'$/4 ) 0/4 *! -  $) - .+ / /* '' /. 47 ) /* '' 0./*( -. *!7 
.$)*: *-$)"'4 0./*( -. 0-- )/'4 #1  .0$/'  ( ). *! - - .. !*- )4 / /#/ *0'  
- .*)'4 *).$ -  > "- "$*0.?: / $. /#  ?. 1$ 2 /#/ /#   !$'. /* ./'$.# /#  .  /#/ /# 
0-- )/'2.*)*/+-*1$ ++-*+-$/ - - ..:
# -  /# -  $. $.+0/   /2 )  "(' - )  "('$)" 1 )0 7 .0# $.+0/ . -  *!/ ) $.0.. 
 /2 )/# +-/$ .)0'/$(/ '4- .*'1 2$/#*0//# ) !*- $/# -+-/4/*. &%0$$'- - ..:# 
!//#/1 -4! 2"(' -.#1 .0 ..!0''4-*0"#/' "'+-* $)"."$)./"('$)"1 )0 *+ -/*-.
* . )*/ ( ) /#  0-- )/ '2. -  $) ,0/ : #/ .0# /$*). #1   ) '  /*   -*0"#/
 (*)./-/ . ++-*+-$/  1 )0 . *! %0$$' - - .. -  1$'' : (' -. #1$)" '$($/  .0 .. $)
%0$$'+-* $)".$. 1$ ) /#/"('$)"1 )0 *+ -/*-.#1 " ) -''4)*/- # /# $-0/$ .
)- .+*).$$'$/$ ./*"(' -.:
# - /$*)*!$/$*)'0. .*!/$*))*!! ) .$.0)2--)/ 72*0' *0)/ -+-*0/$1 )
)*/ $) /#  +0'$ $)/ - ./: / 2*0' 0+'$/  3$./$)" '2.7 "$1  "(' -.  +-$1$' "  .//0. *1 - )
*1 */# -*).0( -.7$)- . /# *(+' 3$/4*!/# 0-- )/.4./ (7/* '4.$)/# ($)$./-/$*)
*! %0./$  ) 0) -($)  +-*' ( "('$)" +-$)$+' . .0# .  +/$)" - .+*).$$'$/4 !*- *) ?. *2)
 $.$*).:  $/$"/$*) $. ) 3+ ).$1  ' )"/#4 +-* ..7 2#$# $. ./- ..!0' /* +-/$$+)/. ) #. )
0) -/$)*0/*( )/#$.!/$.0)#)" 4/# $(+*.$/$*)*!)4.//0/*-40. *!/$*):
# $..0 *!+-*' ("('$)"))*/ !$3 /#-*0"#' "$.'/$*))'$/$"/$*):# ($)$($./$*)*!/# 
*0-- )  *! +-*' ( "('$)" ) *)'4   #$ 1  /#-*0"# "- / - +0'$ 2- ) ..7 !0)$)"7
0/$*)+-*"-(.)./!!/-$)$)":
*   !! /$1 7 /- /( )/ *!  "('$)" +-*' ( (0./   $)$/$/  ) *(($//  /* 4 /#  "(' -
/# (. '1 .:  / $. *0)/ - +-*0/$1  /* . & /* .#$!/ - .+*).$$'$/4 /* 1 )0 .7 /* .0++*-/ . -1$ . *- /*
"*1 -)( )/:
! $/ $. /#  ?. $)/ )/$*) /* .#*-/ ) @' )"/#4 + -$*. *! 0) -/$)/4A *- (&  %0$$' - - .. (*- 



  

 

 

  









  


@ ..$' A7/# )/#$.$. .. )/$''4)($)$./-/$*)*!%0./$ $..0 :# . $..0 .- *((*)-*..
)0( -*!$)0./-$ .)- )*/+ 0'$-/*/# "($)"$)0./-4:

82 ."*+"& '%($"&&'%($"&+*!&$"& ))& %&+*
$/#- "-/*-!/ *(( )/$*)Q:J70./-'$).$)*.*)*/ +//# F..// ( )/./#//# - 
$.0-- )/'4@'&*! !! /$1 (*)$/*-$)") )!*- ( )/A)- *!/# 1$ 2/#/0-- )/*(+'$) 
) *(+'$)/. #)'$)" --)" ( )/. -  2 '' )/- )#  ) 2*-&$)" 2 '' ) * )*/ - ,0$- 
)#) ( )/ $) /#  ()) - +-*+*. : #   *).$ -. /#/ /#  .$)* $)0./-4 '- 4 #. $) +' 
2 ''< 1 '*+  ) !! /$1  *(+'$)  ) *(+'$)/. #)'$)" --)" ( )/.:  # $- *+ -/$*) )
!! /$1 ) ...#*0')*/ *(+-*($. 4!0-/# -- 1$ 2.*-0))  ..-4'/ -/$*).:
)+-/$0'-/# (& ./# !*''*2$)"*(( )/.- ' 1)//*0./-'$).$)*.9
•
•

•
•

•
•

•

•
•

.$)*.- 1 -4 3/ ).$1 '4- "0'/ 7(*)$/*- )- +*-/ *):
.$)*. -  '- 4 .0% /  /* ./-$/ ) 3/ ).$1  - "0'/*-4 !-( 2*-&. D$)'0$)" .$)*
.+ $!$' "$.'/$*)E8.0.$$-4' "$.'/$*)D)$).*( . .$/$*)'*)/-/0'*(($/( )/.
$)'0$)" .//  "- ( )/.E8 */# - (*-  " ) -' *).0( - +-*/ /$*) ' "$.'/$*) D :": /#  )
)+ * +E8 )/$<*) 4 0) -$)" ' "$.'/$*)8 "*1 -)( )/ ++-*1  *)/-*'. ) *+ -/$)"
+-* 0- .8 3/ -)' "*1 -)( )/ 0$/.8 "*1 -)( )/ $).+ /*-.8 . 0-$/4 ) .0-1 $'') 
- ,0$- ( )/.) 3/ ).$1  .+*).$'  -1$ *!('$)"D45E+-*"-(.)-*0./* .
*!+-/$ :
.$)*.?- - ,0$- /*#1 $)+' $)/ -)'( #)$.(.)*)/-*'.)/*0$/*(+'$) 
2$/#/#*. * .)!-( 2*-&.D*/# 3/ -)''4)1$/# $-*2)$)/ -)'0$/E:
# .//  ) / --$/*-4 .$)* - "0'/*- $. /$1 '4 $)1*'1  $) /#  *)"*$)" - "0'/$*) )
(*)$/*-$)"*!/# .$)*.'*/ $)/# $-%0-$.$/$*): ).*( %0-$.$/$*)./#$.$)1*'1 .*)"*$)"
0$/. 4 - "0'/*-.: ) /#$. - .+ / .$)*. -  '.* *'$"/  /* - +*-/ *) 1-$*0. $'' "' )
*/# - $)++-*+-$/  *)0/ /* "*1 -)( )/ - "0'/*-.7 2#$# 1$ ) . $/. -*0./ (*)$/*-$)"
)$)/ "-$/4*'$"/$*).:
/ .#*0' '.*   )*/  /#/ /# -  -  $) + ) )/ '$) . *! *((0)$/$*).  /2 ) .$)*
.0-1 $'')  +-/( )/.)/# - "0'/*-.<)*/# -' 1 '*!(*)$/*-$)").-0/$)4:
)4"($)"0./*( -)(& *(+'$)/.$- /'4/*/# - ' 1)/.$)*- "0'/*-: )$/$*)7
0 /*/# $)0./-4?.#$"#. -1$  /#*.)/# *1$*0.*(( -$'$) )/$1 7''.$)*.#1 $)
+'  +-* .. . /* -  $1  0./*( - ! & D$)'0$)" *(+'$)/.E ) /*  ' 2$/# /#/
! &)/#*. *(+'$)/.$))++-*+-$/ )/$( < !!$$ )/()) -:
) - '/$*) /* ./!!7 .$)*. +-*1$  ./!! 2$/# -* ) *(+- # ).$1  /-$)$)"7  + ) )/ *)
/# $--*' .9
• ''"($)"./!!- /-$) $) .+*).$'  -1$ *!('$)"8
• )4 .$)*. #1   +-* .. . $) +'  /* ).0-  ./!! ) !- '4 -$.  )4 $..0 . *!
*) -)2$/#()" ( )/*-) - +- . )//$1 8)
• )4.$)*.*+ -/ )$) + ) )/D/#$-+-/4*+ -/ E@2#$./' '*2 -.A. -1$ /*
/& )#)' )4./!!*(+'$)/.*-*) -).$)- '/$*)/*(// -.$)'0$)"70/)*/
'$($/ /*7)4$..0 .*!$)/ "-$/47$)'0$)"#-(($)$($./$*)(// -.:.$)**+ -/*-.
- "0'-'4*)0/2- ) ..+-*"-(.*0//# . -1$ :
)4 .$)* *+ -/*-. /$1 '4 +-*(*/  *(+'$)/. ) $.+0/  - .*'0/$*) +-* .. . ) ./!!
- 2 ''/-$) /*$- /+/-*)./*/# . +-* .. .:
//  ) / --$/*-4 .$)* - "0'/*-.7 $) /# $- - "0'- - 1$ 2. *! .$)* *+ -/$*).7 +0'$.# /# 
)0( - *! *(+'$)/. ) .// ( )/. . /* /# $- - .*'0/$*) *- */# -2$. :  ) $/$*)7 (*./
- "0'/*-. '- 4 +0'$.# $.$+'$)-4 /$*). ) !$) . "$)./ .$)* *+ -/*-. 2# ) )
*+ -/*-* .)*/*(+'42$/#$/. 3$./$)"*'$"/$*).72#$#.$ )/$!$ *1 7- )0( -*0.:

# - - '.* -/$)+-/$')*+ -/$*)'$..0 ./#/2*0'-$. $!/#$.-!/- *(( )/$*)2 - 
/* $(+' ( )/ 9
•
!*(+'$) .. ..( )/.2 - /* 1 ./ $))@- $/ *(+'$) 0$/*-A7/#$.+-*1$ .
+*/ )/$'!*-0+'$/$*) /2 )/# 0-- )/.// )/ --$/*-4.$)*- "0'/*-.))4.0#
0$/*-.:
•
/$.'.*0)' -2# /# -/# +*'$$)"*42*0'#1 /# +*2 -/*$)1 ./$"/ )/# )-$)"
+-* $)".7*-2#/-*' $/2*0'+'4$))4$1$'+-* $)".-*0"#/4)$)$1$0')#*2
/#/*4?.-*' $)/ -- '/ ./*/# -*' *!/# .// )/ --$/*-4.$)*- "0'/*-.:
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•
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#  +-*+*.  - *(( )/$*) #. /#  +*/ )/$' /*  1 '*+ $)/*  ,0.$<%0$$' +-* .. /#/
2*0' *( ' "'$./$)0'/$(/ '4 ! //# +0-+*. /#//# 2.. //$)"*0//*#$ 1 :
/ . (. /#  -/$*)'  !*- /#$. - *(( )/$*) '$ . ($)'4 $)  *) -) /#/ 1*'0)/-4
- ,0$- ( )/. *- * . -  $).0!!$$ )/ $) )/$1  /* ).0-  "('$)" 1 )0 . *(+'4:  ) .*( 
$)./) . .0# * . )   )!*-  4 .// B/ --$/*-4 - "0'/*-. ) $) .*(  $)./) . /# . 
* . 2$''   '  /*   )!*-  0.$)" /#  ) )+ * +:  # -  *(+'$)  $. /-0'4
1*'0)/-4/# )/# 1 -4)/0- *!1*'0)/-4* .*-- ,0$- ( )/.$)$/ /#//#$.$.)*/. ).
)  ..-44/# - "0'/*-.2#* ./0) -./).$)*?.*+ -/$*).)-$.&.:
# - $)1 ./$"/$*).4/# .// B/ --$/*-4- "0'/*-- 1 '- #*!' "$.'/$*)*- )!*- ' 
+-* .. .7 /# ) /#  - "0'/*- '- 4 #. .0!!$$ )/ +*2 - /* $(+*.  + )'/$ . ) $.$+'$)-4
/$*)$))'- 4-*0./- "$( :

,""$)**

-!/ - *(( )/$*) Q:K $. .  *) /#  !'.  ..0(+/$*) /#/ "(' -. )  "- / - +-*/ /$*) /#)
)4 */# - *).0( - ) /#/ /#  $)/-*0/$*) *!  ) 2 @"('$)" .+ $!$A .//0/*-4 0.  *! /$*) $.
- ,0$- :#$.- *(( )/$*)$.. *)/# ($./& )..0(+/$*)/#/- .*'1$)"*)!'$/./#-*0"#/# 
*0-/.$. .$-' *-*+/$('.// *!!!$-.:
# ..0(+/$*).( $)/#$.-!/- *(( )/$*)- /#/9
•  0. /# - #.)*/ ).0 ..!0'*0-/. $)0./-'$2*)4"(' -*)/# .$.*!
!$'0- *!@0/4*!- A41 )0 7/#/ 3$./$)"'2.- $) ,0/ )/# - $./# ) /*
.0++' ( )/ 3$./$)"'2.424*!.//0/*-40. *!/$*)2# - 4)$)$1$0'"(' -#.
.+ $!$.//0/*-40. *!/$*)"$)./"('$)"*+ -/*-:
• *- 1 )0 .!*-'$/$"/$*)2$''..$.//# "(' -. '2$/#"('$)"+-*' (.)$(+-*1 
#-(($)$($./$*):

# . ..0(+/$*).- !0)( )/''4!'2 :# #...0( /#/7 0. 1 -4! 2"(' -.#1 
.0 ..!0''4 -*0"#/ +-* $)". "$)./ "('$)" 1 )0  *+ -/*-.7 /#$. ( ). /#  '2 ) . /*  
#)" :
# 2*0'+*$)/*0//#/)*/*)'4- $.+0/ . /2 )"(' -.)1 )0 .*!/ )- .*'1 2$/#*0/
/#  )  /* . & %0$$' - - ..7 0/ /# -  #1   ) 3(+' . *! "(' -. .0 $)" "$)./ 1 )0 .
D$,#)&$.) 3(+' *!.0 ..!0''$( $)"-*0"#/E:
#   -"0 . /#/ /#  .  '2 $. $)$/$1  /#/ "('$)" 1 )0  *+ -/*-. #1  )*/ - #  /# $-
0/$ .)- .+*).$$'$/$ ./*"(' -.)/#$.$.$)!/2#4! 2. .72#$##1  )-*0"#/7#1 
 ).0 ..!0':

# !0-/# --"0 ./#/$)*- -!*-+-*' ("(' -/* '2$/##$.*-# -+-*' (/# 4(0./!$-./
- *")$.  /#/ /# 4 #1   +-*' ( ) *(($/ /*  ' 2$/# /#  +-*' (:  #$. $.  +*$)/  +/  4
()4- . -# -.$)/#$.- :4/- /$)""(' -.$!! - )/'4/**/# -*).0( -.)"$1$)"/# () 27
.+ $!$) .$ -0. *!/$*)7/#$.-0)./# -$.&/#/"(' -.2$'')*/- *")$5 /#//# +-*' ($.
/# $-.)/# 42$'')*//& - .+*).$$'$/4)*(($//* '$)"2$/#/# +-*' (:*-$)"'47/# - - 
"** - .*). /#/ /#  /#- .#*' / ./. !*-  - # *! *((*) '2 0/4 *! -  *- - # *! 3$./$)"
*).0( -+-*/ /$*)' "$.'/$*).#*0'- ($)./# 4- )*2:

:2 *+)'& ."*+"& $ $)%-')#
# -  -   1-$ /4 *! *((*) '27 ,0$/'  ) .//0/*-4 *!! ) . ) 0. . *! /$*) '- 4 $)
3$./ ) :  0# 0. . *! /$*) $)'0  ) "'$" )  D- # *! 0/4 *! - E8 0)%0./ )-$#( )/8
0)*).$*)' *)0/)$) -/$)$-0(./) .(*) 4.#)-  $1 :
)$/$*)7/# - $.0./-'$)*).0( -.//0/*-4+-*/ /$*)$)/# !*-(*!/# ))+ *+JRPM
D45E:-/ *!/# $. .$") .*' '4!*-/# +-*/ /$*)*!*).0( -.*!"**.). -1$ .: /$.
$!!$0'//*%0./$!4/# $(+*.$/$*)*!)$/$*)'.//0/*-4- "$( /*++'4*)'4/*"('$)"*).0( -.:
)4.0#- "$( #./# *1$*0.-$.&.*!0+'$/$)")B*-*)!0.$)"2 '' )/- )# )'*)". -1$)"
*4 *! *).0( - +-*/ /$*) ' "$.'/$*) 2#$# $. 1$''  !*- '' *).0( -. $)'0$)" "(' -.7 .
*).0( -.*!"('$)". -1$ .)+-*0/.:



  

 

 

  









  


#   ) $/. .//0/*-4 0. . *! /$*) #1   ) +'   $)  1-$ /4 *! "($)" . . /* / 7
$)'0$)" "-* - )&.% $ + % &%  ## $* ;A??F<3 &)&,  - +)  +0 $ + ;A??F< )
$) % /')** %+)%+ &%# -  $&% $,#)& ;A??@<5  $.' $)" )   +/$1  *)0/ )
0)*).$*)' *)0/0) -/# - /# *((*)'$(.:# $,#)&. 2. $ $)!1*0-
*!/# *).0( -"(' -:
# +-*+*. ) 2.//0/*-40. *!/$*)2$'' $/# -( - '40+'$/ /#  3$./$)"*((*)'2)B*-
3$./$)".//0/*-4*).0( -+-*1$.$*).D$)2#$#. $/$.' -'40))  ..-4E*-$/2$''-* )B.*!/ )
/#  3$./$)"0. .*!/$*)$)!1*0-*!/# *(+'$))/:
#  *((*) '2 *)/$). . ).$' 7 2 ''<0) -./** ) 2 ''<2*-&  .! "0-. $)'0$)" 0- ) *!
+-**!7 0./$*) ) - (*/ ) .. / ./.: # .  .! "0-. -  )  ..-4  0.  2$/#*0/ /# ( /# -  $. 
!0)( )/'.#$!/24!-*(+'$)/$!!#1$)"/*+-*1 $/.. /*)..0(+/$*)/#//# 1 )0 $.@"0$'/4
0)/$'+-*1 $))* )/A:#$.$.*)/--4/*!0)( )/'+-$)$+' .*!%0./$ :
;2 #"& )*'&$*('&*""$"+/
# ($)/$)./#//# ?.+-*+*. .//0/*-40. *!/$*)- $)!*- ..4./ (*!'($)"*/# -.7
/&$)")*+ -.*)'- .+*).$$'$/4!*-*) ?."('$)")"$1 ./#  $) )/$1 *!+*..$' !$))$'
- 2-!*-*)/$)0$)"/*"(' -/# -/#) '$)"2$/#/# 0) -'4$)"+-*' (:
*./ +-*' ( "('$)" 3+ -/. #1  *)'0  /#/ /#  0- ) *! - *")$5$)" )  '$)" 2$/# 
"('$)" +-*' ( .#*0'   *) /#  "(' - ) ) // (+/ /* .#$!/ 1 ) +-/ *! /#  0- ) /* /# 
*+ -/*-2*0' *0)/ -+-*0/$1 :-*' ("('$)" 3+ -/.#1 )*/ /#//# *)'424+ *+' )
/-0'4*1 -*( "('$)"+-*' ($./*/& - .+*).$$'$/4!*-*)/-*''$)"/# $-+-*' ( #1$*0-.: /$.
($."0$  ) *0)/ -+-*0/$1  /* +0/ /#  - .+*).$$'$/4 $) /#  1 )0 ?. #).7 . /#$. 2$'' +- 1 )/ *-
 '4/# $)$1$0'/&$)"./ +./*&)*2' " /# $-+-*' ()/*/& /$*)/*/- /$/:
#$. $. )*/ /* .4 /#/ /# -  .#*0' )*/   - .*)'  ./ +. /& ) 4  .$)* /* ..$./ + -.*).
3+ -$ )$)"$!!$0'/$ .2$/#/# $-"('$)":.$)*.#1 *) /#$.+-*</$1 '4)1*'0)/-$'47.2 ''
. $) *(+'$)  2$/# "($)" - "0'/$*) ) '' #1  -*0./ . '!< 3'0.$*) +-* .. . $) +' :   '*. 
3($)/$*) *! /#  . . /#/ #1  )*/ .0   "$)./ .$)*. +-*1$ . 1$ )  /#/ .$)*. - 
$)  !0'!$''$)" /# $- 0/4 *! -  /* +/-*). $) *-)  2$/# /#  '2 . $/ $. " ) -''4 ++'$  $) ''
*/# -.$/0/$*).:
!/# ?.*) -)- '/ ./* ,0/ $) )/$1 .7/# 2*0'-"0 /#//# - - .0!!$$ )/ 3$./$)"
$) )/$1 .!*-.$)*./*/$)+-*+ -)++-*+-$/ 242$/#$)0-- )/2 ''< !$) )0) -./**
' "'+-( / -.7.$)*' "$.'/$1 )- "0'/*-4!-( 2*-&.D2#$#2$/#- .+ /- .*( *!/# (*./
-*0./$))4$)0./-4E)*).0( -+-*/ /$*)'2.:
<2

+)"&"& 

$/# - "- /* -!/ - *(( )/$*) Q:L7 '' .$)*. +-*1$  /-$)$)" !*- ./!!: .$)*. /#-*0"# /# $-
/-$)$)"+-*"-(.'- 4 0/ *)/# *. -1' .$").*!+-*' ("('$)" #1$*0-.)*)2# - 
/*- ! -+ -.*).2#*$.+'4.0#.$").:

=2
&,%&+*
# "- .2$/#+-*#$$/$)"$)0 ( )/./#/&! !-/*' /*+-*' ("('$)"*- 3 -/ 
3$./$)" +-*' (. 0/ * . )*/  '$ 1  /#/ /#  +-*1$.$*) *! !** *- -$)& 2$'' $ ('! '  /* +-*' (
"('$)": *./ .$)*. *!! - *(+'$( )/-4 )*)<'*#*'$  1 -" . /* "($)" (#$)  +'4 -.:
*(+'$( )/-4 !** )  1 -" .  D$)'0$)" '*#*'$  1 -" .E -  *!! -  $) /#    - . 2$/#$)
(*./.$)*.:#$.$.*((*)+-/$ 2*-'2$ : )!/7/# *!! -*!!***--$)&)!*-(+-/*!
-)" *!#-(($)$($./$*)./-/ "$ .: /) 0. 4./!!/*7!*- 3(+' 7 )*0-" - &.$)+'4*-
0.  . ) *++*-/0)$/4 /* )""  2$/# 0./*( -. /* // (+/ /* . -/$) 2# /# - /#  0./*( - $.
 (*)./-/$)")4.$").*!+-*' ("('$)":

/ .#*0'   +*$)/  *0/ /#/ /$'*-  0./*( - . -1$  ) - 2-. -  +-/ *! /#  #*.+$/'$/4 $)0./-4
) ()4 */# - $)0./-$ . .0# . $-'$) .7 .0+ -(-& /. )  +-/( )/ ./*- .7 */# $) 0./-'$ )
$)/ -)/$*)''4: *- 3(+' 7 -*2)  '*0-)  -  )/'4 '0)#  /#  -*2) $")/0-  '0 /#-*0"#*0/



  

 

 

  









  


$/.*(+' 372# - 4( ( -.) -)- 2-.1$+*$)/0(0'/$*)D).0. ,0 )/-  (+/$*)E
.4./ ( /  1-$ /4 *! *0/' /. 2$/#$) /#  *(+' 3 $)'0$)" /#  -*2) #*/ '.7 $) /#  !** )  1 -" 
- 7.#*+.)$)/# .$)*$/. '!:
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/'"&+*


1.

•

*,''&)+*+ -&,%*## %% %&)$+ &%*)- *%+*+# *$%+&%+ &%#
$ % $,$*+%)&+) % %&)')&#$$# %&,%*##&)*5

•

.#&$* % + + -*)&$&-)%$%+*+&*+)%+%# %"*+.%&,%*## %*)- *
%&+)#+%&$$,% +0*)- *5

•

&%* )*++ )%+,% %$% *$*&)#'*)- *)'')&') +&)*++%
+)) +&)0!,) * + &%*%+)&)&*%&+*,''&)+)+&$$%+ &%D5C5

•

*,''&)+*+*+# *$%+&%+ &%##0&%* *+%+%',# #0- ##+*+*
&&) %+0+')&'&*+ &%#&# 0*)%-#,+ &%%+);)+
&$$%+ &%D5D<%%+ &%#*0*+$&) ++ &%&)')&#$$# %')&- )*5

•

 *&+- .++.)% %**&,#!,&%+ )+ -%**5

•

&%,)*. +)+&$$%+ &%E5C%%&+*++* %&* +)-&#,%+) #0&)0
),#+ &%#)0&$'#0. ++ *)&$$%+ &%5

•

)*+++ $'+&,))%+*&&#6*')&)$**&,#****') &)+&%0
/+%* &%*5

•

*,''&)+*+%&) $')&- %% ## +)0%$&%0$%$%+&)##
&%*,$)*2 %#, %0&,%,#+*2+& +%.)%**& %% #$%$%+%%#
)+)&%*,$)& %&%+)&#5
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#   &)*2' " . /#/ '' .// . ) / --$/*-$ . #1  $) +'  ./-/ "$ . !*- -$.$)" *((0)$/4
2- ) ..*0/"('$)")# '+. -1$ .+-*1$ /#-*0"#1-$*0.( )..0#.( $(+$").7
"('$)" 2- ) .. 2 &.7 "('$)" 2 .$/ .7 +-*' ( "('$)" $)!*-(/$*) (/ -$'7 ) .#**'
0/$*)(/ -$':
# )*/ ./# F.*)'0.$*)/#/@(*-  1'0/$*)*!*((0)$/42- ) ..(+$").- - ,0$- 
/* " /   // - . ).  *! 2#/ 2*-&. ) 2#47 ) $/$*)' - . -# $. )   /*  / -($)  /# 
!! /$1 ) ..*!. '!# '+*+/$*).)-$ !$)/ -1 )/$*).:AD+:N:LQE
# .0++*-/. !! /$1 *0). ''$)")$)!*-(/$*). -1$ .DN:JE)*/$)"/#//# . . -1$ ..#*0'
  0) -+$))  4 - +0/'  - . -# %0./$!4$)" /# $- !! /$1 ) ..: $/# - "- /* -!/
 *(( )/$*)N:J/# )*/ ./#/1 -42$ -)" *!!/*-.)' + -.*)/*.0!! -"('$)"
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ANALYSIS OF 2009 PRODUCTIVITY COMMISSION DRAFT REPORT INTO GAMBLING

Executive summary
The Allen Consulting Group
commissioned to analyse draft
Productivity Commission report
into gambling…

The Australasian Casino Association (ACA) has commissioned the Allen
Consulting Group (ACG) to prepare a report analysing aspects of the draft report
into gambling recently completed by the Productivity Commission (PC).
The ACA has asked that this report examine a number of issues, including:
•

the appropriateness of the overarching methodology applied by the PC;

•

whether selected findings and recommendations are supported by the evidence
collected and analysed by the PC; and

•

ascertaining the extent that analysis undertaken by the PC appropriately
differentiates between different electronic gaming machine (EGM) venues,
namely hotels, clubs and casinos.

…significant weaknesses found in
the PC report…

The analysis documented in this report highlights a number of inherent weaknesses
in the application of the analytical framework presented in chapter 3 of the draft
report. Many of these weaknesses stem from inadequacies in research undertaken
since the last PC report was released in 1999, with limited evidence-based research
commissioned by governments in the previous 10 years.

…with recommendations not
subjected to analysis required by
the Productivity Commission Act
1998…

Most significantly, recommendations contained in the draft report are not subjected
to the level of analysis required by the Productivity Commission Act 1998. This Act
requires that the PC give consideration to the interests of industries, employees,
consumers and the community. Despite this legislative requirement, it is considered
that insufficient effort is made by the PC to identify the impact of recommendations
upon recreational gamblers, the gambling industry and society more broadly.
Relevant costs with various recommendations not considered by the PC include
reductions in consumer surplus associated with a decline in the consumption of
gaming by recreational gamblers, costs incurred by gaming suppliers such as
equipment modifications, and reduced producer surplus and economic losses to the
Australian economy more broadly.

…or government guidelines…

Furthermore, the analysis underpinning a number of recommendations is
inconsistent with guidelines issued by both the Office of Best Practice Regulation
and the Council of Australian Governments.

...contrasting with previous PC
reports.

The approach taken by the PC in the draft gambling report also contrasts markedly
with wide-ranging assessments included in other PC reports such as the Review of
Automotive Assistance (2002) and the report into Restrictions on the Parallel
Importation of Books (2009). In these two reports there was much greater effort to
consider the interests of all stakeholders.

Little differentiation between
EGM venues (casinos, hotels and
clubs)…

Separately, much of the analysis undertaken by the PC does not identify differences
between EGM venues — hotels, clubs and casinos — in terms of both consumer
behaviour and problem gambling. Rather, analysis of issues such as expenditure
patterns, the prevalence of problem gambling and appropriate harm-minimisation
measures only considers EGM venues in aggregate. This is the despite the PC
acknowledging key differences between EGM venues whereby casinos are
considered atypical destination gaming venues.

The Allen Consulting Group
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…conflicting with what the PC
said it would do…

The limited distinction made by the PC between different EGM venues is contrary
to an intent outlined in chapter 3 of the draft report to assess ‘whether harm
minimisation measures should apply in the same way to casinos, hotels and clubs’
(PC 2009a, p. 3.12).

…and diminishing the
appropriateness of report findings
and recommendations.

These shortcomings in the application of the PC’s analytical framework diminish
the appropriateness of a number of findings and recommendations. In particular, it
appears that most of the draft findings and recommendations can not be suitably
applied to the casino sector.
In addition to these overarching issues, this report also considers in detail the
findings in chapter 4 (The prevalence of problems with gambling) and chapter 11
(Game features and machine design). In summary the report finds:

The Allen Consulting Group

•

in chapter 4, the PC’s estimation of prevalence, risk factors and cost are
strengthened by reliance of diverse data sources, but this approach is
undermined by the lack of consistency, comparability and validity of the
underlying surveys. For example, the PC relies heavily on a number of recent
state-level surveys that use a modified version of the Canadian Problem
Gambling Index instrument.

•

in chapter 11, the PC’s policy recommendations for lower bet limits, cash input
limits and information on cost per hour of play are predicated on a small
number of equivocal studies. It is also unclear whether the PC has based its
policy recommendations on a sufficiently robust cognitive model of gambling
behaviour. As a result, it is unclear whether these findings and
recommendations will have a net benefit for society.
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Chapter 1

Overview
1.1

Introduction

The Allen Consulting Group (ACG) has been commissioned by the Australasian
Casino Association to analyse aspects of the recently released Productivity
Commission (PC) draft report into gambling (PC 2009a).
The PC report is wide-ranging,
but focussed on reducing problem
gambling…

The PC report is wide-ranging, and makes a number of recommendations largely
focussed upon reducing the prevalence of problem gambling in the Australian
community. However, these recommendations, if implemented, will impact upon
both the Australian casino industry and the gambling sector more generally.

…ACA concerned lack of
consideration in analysis of
different EGM venues.

A particular concern of the ACA is that the PC report does not consider differences
between electronic gaming machine (EGM) venues, comprising casinos, hotels and
clubs, and thus whether recommendations are equally applicable to these different
venues.

This report analyses draft findings
and recommendations contained
in chapters 3, 4 and 11…

In this light, the ACA has asked that this report analyse draft findings and
recommendations contained in chapters 3, 4 and 11. Recommendations contained in
chapter 11 are aimed at reducing problem gambling associated with EGMs. There is
a concern that the PC has not adequately considered differences between the
different types of EGM venues — casinos, hotels and clubs — leading to the
development of recommendations applying equally to all venues. Most
significantly, recommendations developed by the PC aimed at reducing the
prevalence of problem gambling may also reduce the enjoyment obtained by
recreational gamblers attending casinos. Furthermore, proposed regulatory may also
impact upon the ability of casinos to continue offering international-class facilities,
such as hotels, restaurants and live entertainment venues.

…also considers overarching
approach and methodology
applied by PC.

This report also considers the overarching approach taken by the PC to the
gambling report, and particularly whether its methodology for developing and
assessing recommendations is sound and reflects ‘best practice’. Of particular
interest is whether recommendations are subjected to cost-benefit analysis, and
whether the standard of the report is comparable with other PC reports.
1.2

Key findings

The casino industry makes a large
contribution to Australia…

The casino industry currently makes a significant contribution to the Australian
economy. This includes an estimated social surplus of $3 billion in 2007-08,
alongside international VIP program players spending $739 million during their
visits to Australia.

…but this contribution is not
focussed on by the PC, which
rather concentrates on problem
gambling…

The PC does not focus upon this economic contribution, with the report instead
concentrated upon developing recommendations aimed at reducing the prevalence
of problem gambling. However, in developing these recommendations a number of
important issues are overlooked by the PC:

The Allen Consulting Group
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…but PC recommendations are
inconsistent with requirements of
the Productivity Commission Act
1998…
…with little analysis identifying
whether recommendations are
applicable equally to different
EGM venues…

•

recommendations developed by the PC are not subjected to analysis required by
the Productivity Commission Act 1998, requiring consideration of the interests
of industries, employees, consumers and the community;

•

little of the PC analysis and associated recommendations identify whether they
are applicable equally to different EGM venues — hotels, clubs and casinos;
and

•

despite there being a limited evidence base for policy development aimed at
reducing problem gambling, the PC has developed a number of specific policy
recommendations. There is a danger that these recommendations will not be
subjected to appropriate analysis by governments prior to implementation.

…and despite a limited evidence
base, many specific
recommendations were developed.

1.3

Report structure

The remainder of this report considers aspects of the PC report into gambling. It is
structured as follows:

The Allen Consulting Group

•

Chapter 2 identifies key findings from a recent study on role of casinos in the
Australian economy, providing context for the subsequent analysis of aspects of
the PC report; and

•

Chapter 3 analyses the findings and recommendations contained in chapters 3,
4 and 11 of the PC report. This analysis considers whether the PC findings and
recommendations are supported by the evidence collected by the PC, as well as
whether the perspective of casinos was adequately considered.
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Chapter 2

Casinos and the Australian economy
2.1

Introduction

Casinos make a range of
contributions to the Australian
economy…

This chapter provides an overview of previous research on the contribution made by
casinos to the Australian economy. This contribution is made in a number of ways,
including exporting casino gaming services to international VIP program players,
providing extensive tourism infrastructure, as well as providing gaming and
non-gaming services enjoyed by many Australians.

…but this contribution may be
diminished if implementation of
PC recommendations reduces
casino activity.

There is a risk that the contribution made by casinos to the Australian economy may
be diminished if implementation of recommendations made by the PC reduces the
extent of gaming activity offered by casinos. There has been insufficient time to
carefully analyse the implications of specific recommendations made by the PC for
the casino industry. However, some general statements can be made, particularly on
the importance to casinos of gaming revenues, which are required to support the
provision of an extensive range of tourism infrastructure and non-gaming services.
2.2

The contribution of casinos to the Australian economy: A recap

Background to the industry
Australia has 13 casinos, with
many integrated entertainment
complexes.

Australia’s casino industry was established in 1973 with the opening of Wrest Point
Hobart. Today, the Australian casino industry comprises 13 casinos. Many casinos
are integrated entertainment complexes, featuring restaurants, conference facilities,
and hotels. Casinos are destination venues attracting patrons from far afield,
contrasting with the convenience nature of other gaming venues that largely attract
local patrons.
Key industry data

In 2007-08, Australia’s casinos
had over 49.4 million visitors,
earning revenues in excess of
$4 billion and employing just
under 20,000 staff.

In 2007-08, Australia’s casinos had over 49.4 million visitors, earning revenues in
excess of $4 billion and employing just under 20,000 staff. Casinos attract the
majority of patrons from their city or interstate. The importance of international
patrons is growing, with 2.4 million visits made by international tourists to casinos
in 2007-08.
Gambling is a key facet of the casino industry, comprising $3.2 billion (78 per cent)
of casino revenues in 2007-08 with the balance of revenues including food and
beverage sales, conventions and conferences, accommodation and entertainment.

In 2007-08, revenues from EGMs
comprised 41 per cent of total
casino gaming revenue
($1.30 billion).

The Allen Consulting Group

In 2007-08, revenues from EGMs comprised 41 per cent of total casino gaming
revenue ($1.30 billion). Table gaming revenue made up 40 per cent of casinos
gaming revenue ($1.27 billion) and international VIP program players comprised
18 per cent of revenue.
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The contribution of casinos to the Australian economy
Australia’s casinos provide
entertainment infrastructure on a
scale far greater than other
venues…

Australia’s casinos provide entertainment infrastructure on a scale far greater than
other venues. In the absence of casinos, it is considered unlikely that this
entertainment infrastructure, such as hotels and restaurants, would be provided in its
current form. Indeed, successful bidders for casino licences across Australia were
typically required to offer not just world-class gaming facilities, but also an
extensive range of world-class non-gaming facilities.

…with over 1 million international
tourists making 2.4 million visits
to Australian casinos in 2007-08,
spending a total of $4.9 billion.

During 2007-08 over 1 million international tourists made 2.4 million visits to
Australian casinos. These tourists spent a total of $4.9 billion, or an average of
$4,940 per tourist, during their visits to Australia. This average expenditure is
considerably higher than the average expenditure among international tourists who
did not visit casinos of $2,630 per tourist.

Expenditure associated with
international VIP program players
was $739 million…

Expenditure associated with a group of international tourists, known as
international VIP program players, totalled $739 million in 2007-08. This amount
comprises $553 million spent on casino gaming, expenditure by casinos of
$65 million to attract these patrons, and non-casino spending by these players and
their entourages totalling $121 million.

…increasing GDP by $84 million
in 2007-08 and private
consumption by $225 million.

It is estimated that exports and expenditures associated with international VIP
program players increased gross domestic product (GDP) by $84 million in
2007-08 and private consumption by $225 million. Maintaining these exports at the
2007-08 level is expected to increase private consumption by $1.8 billion (Net
Present Value) over a 10 year period.
Casinos maintain an extensive network of overseas offices to attract international
tourists to Australian casinos. These offices, which are predominantly in Asia,
direct potential overseas tourists to visit not only casino properties, but also
Australian cities and regions. The overseas tourism marketing facilities provided by
casinos support and complement the various state and national tourism bodies.
Benefits and costs of the Australian casino industry

Casinos contributed $3 billion to
Australia’s welfare in 2007-08…

Australia’s casino industry makes a significant contribution to Australia’s welfare,
as measured by social surplus. Social surplus measures the benefits to both
consumers and producers, with a social surplus of $3 billion calculated for 2007-08.
This is an upper-bound estimate, not taking into account costs associated with
problem gambling.

…the majority of which was
received by gaming patrons.

Gaming patrons receive the majority of the estimated social surplus, indicating that
casinos provide significant enjoyment to their patrons. Casinos receive a small
share of the social surplus from providing gaming services, and a negligible share
from non-gaming services. This finding highlights that gaming revenues are
necessary for casinos to provide an extensive range of non-gaming infrastructure
and services.
Broader contribution of casinos

The casino industry makes a broad economic contribution to Australia, with casinos
providing valuable tourism infrastructure and employment opportunities for staff.

The Allen Consulting Group
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Investment in tourism infrastructure
Casinos link international and
domestic tourism…

Many casinos are at the hub of an extensive tourism network, linking international
and domestic tourism. Furthermore, the development of a number of casinos has
acted as the catalyst for the regeneration of previously run-down urban areas.

…and are undertaking capital
works projects totalling
$1.6 billion in the three years to
June 2011.

In the three years to June 2011, casinos will undertake major capital work projects
totalling just under $1.6 billion. These projects will make a significant contribution
to tourism infrastructure, as well as to Australia’s construction industry.
Capital intensity of casino investments

Owners of many of Australia’s casinos have overseas investments including in New
Zealand, Canada, the United Kingdom and Macau. Investment in Australia has been
attracted by a favourable investment climate and robust regulatory regime.
Ongoing investment in casino
infrastructure depends upon
maintaining a favourable
operating environment.

Ongoing investment in casino infrastructure depends upon maintaining a favourable
operating environment. The capital intensity of casinos requires owners to closely
monitor their investments to ensure sufficient returns are generated — changes to
the regulatory or taxation environment may make ongoing investment no longer
viable.
Employment and training opportunities provided by casinos

Casinos are very large
employers…

Casinos are large employers, with two casinos the largest single site employers in
their states. The quality of casino employment is reflected in many staff having a
long tenure. Extensive training is also provided allowing staff to progress from
entry-level positions into management. Such opportunities are not provided on the
same scale elsewhere within the hospitality and entertainment sector.

…with staff provided with the
skills required to work in gaming
and other roles.

Australia’s casinos also provide staff with the skills required to work in gaming and
other roles. Many staff do not hold post-schooling qualifications when they join
casinos, with the training provided by casinos able to overcome this disadvantage.
Regulation and responsible gambling in casinos

Casinos are subject to extensive
regulation…

Casino regulation is jurisdiction specific with each state and territory having its own
regulatory authority and legislation. Casinos are subject to casino-specific
legislation as well as general regulation including the Anti-Money Laundering and
Counter-Terrorism Financing Act (2006) and the Trade Practices Act (1974).
Australia’s casinos are subject to a stricter regulatory regime than other gaming
venues, such as hotels and clubs. However, due to their size and resources, casinos
are well placed to comply with, and even surpass, the requirements of various
regulations and codes.

…with many measures identified
in the 1999 PC inquiry
implemented by casinos.

The Allen Consulting Group

Casinos have implemented many measures identified in the 1999 PC inquiry to
promote responsible gambling. These include hiring staff to promote responsible
gambling and operating exclusion programs. In 2007-08, casinos employed 438
staff focussed upon promoting and supporting responsible gambling. Efforts made
by casinos to promote responsible gambling are recognised globally — Tabcorp,
the operator of four Australian casinos, was named a world leader in the promotion
of responsible gambling by the Dow Jones Sustainability Index.
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Casino taxation and licensing
Casinos are highly taxed, paying
$1.2 billion in taxes in 2007-08,
representing 30 per cent of total
casino revenues…

Casinos, along with other gaming providers, are one of the highest taxed industries
in Australia. In 2007-08, Australian casinos paid a total of $1.2 billion in taxes to
Australian governments, representing 30 per cent of total casino revenues. The
largest tax paid by casinos in 2007-08 was gaming taxes, comprising $552 million.
Casinos pay gaming taxes and GST on table gaming and EGM revenues, and many
states charge licence fees. Within New South Wales, Victoria, Queensland and the
Australian Capital Territory casinos pay the same tax rate for EGMs as for table
gaming. EGM tax rates are higher than table gaming in Western Australia, South
Australia, Tasmania and the Northern Territory. Victoria also has a super tax, with
New South Wales, Victoria, Queensland, Tasmania and Western Australia
imposing community levies.

…with Australia’s casino taxation
rates generally higher than
overseas.

Australia’s casino taxation rates are generally higher than a range of international
jurisdictions, including Canada, New Zealand, South Africa and the major United
States markets. However, Australia’s tax rates are lower than Macau, where casinos
provide the vast majority of all government taxation revenue and are not subject to
company tax on profits.
2.3

Implementation of PC
recommendations may adversely
impact both recreational gamblers
attending casinos, and the casino
industry itself.

Potential implications of Productivity Commission
recommendations for the Australian casino industry

The overarching objective of many of the recommendations made by the PC in the
2009 draft report is to reduce the prevalence of problem gambling associated with
EGMs. However, there is a risk that resulting policy initiatives will adversely
impact upon both recreational EGM players attending casinos, as well as the casino
industry itself. However, the PC report does not identify the likely impact of
EGM-related recommendations on casino stakeholders, and the broader community.
A key risk for the casino industry is that the economic contribution identified in
section 2.2 may be diminished as a consequence of implementing EGM-related
recommendations. Specific areas where recommendations may impact include:

The Allen Consulting Group

•

reducing the enjoyment derived by recreational gamblers from playing EGMs
in casinos, through reducing the amount able to be bet on individual plays;

•

imposing costs upon casinos associated with complying with new regulations,
such as equipment modifications; and

•

reducing casino revenues, and thus scope for casinos to continue to provide
international-class tourism infrastructure required by their licence conditions.
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Chapter 3

Analysis of the Productivity Commission report
3.1

Introduction

This chapter analyses aspects of the draft PC report into gambling. This includes
identifying whether the quality of the current report is in line with that required by
the Productivity Commission Act 1998, the methodological approach taken by the
PC, and the evidence underpinning recommendations and findings.
Chapter considers chapters 3, 4
and 11 of PC report…

Of particular interest is whether the evidence collected and analysed by the PC
supports the findings and recommendations contained in chapters 3, 4 and 11.
Evidence has been collected by the PC from submissions and consultations, as well
as published literature and a range of data sources.
3.2

Comparative analysis of the draft gambling report

Requirements of the Productivity Commission Act 1998

The legislation establishing the PC provides a number of general policy guidelines
to guide its operation:
In the performance of its functions, the Commission must have regard to the need:
(a) to improve the overall economic performance of the economy through higher
productivity in the public and private sectors in order to achieve higher living
standards for all members of the Australian community; and
(b) to reduce regulation of industry (including regulation by the States, Territories and
local government) where this is consistent with the social and economic goals of the
Commonwealth Government; and
(c) to encourage the development and growth of Australian industries that are efficient in
their use of resources, enterprising, innovative and internationally competitive; and
(d) to facilitate adjustment to structural changes in the economy and the avoidance of
social and economic hardships arising from those changes; and
…PC is required to recognise the
interests of industries, employees,
consumers and the community…

(e) to recognise the interests of industries, employees, consumers and the community,
likely to be affected by measures proposed by the Commission; and
(f)

to increase employment, including in regional areas; and

(g) to promote regional development; and
(h) to recognise the progress made by Australia's trading partners in reducing both tariff
and nontariff barriers; and
(i)

to ensure that industry develops in a way that is ecologically sustainable; and

(j)

for Australia to meet its international obligations and commitments.
Productivity Commission Act 1998, s. 8(1).

There is thus a question whether the draft report into gambling is in accordance
with these policy guidelines.

The Allen Consulting Group
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…but throughout report, this does
not appear to have been done.

Throughout the PC gambling report the requirements of point (e) above — that the
interests of industries, employees, consumers and the community be recognised —
do not appear to be adequately addressed. In particular, the report places a strong
emphasis upon the interests of problem gamblers — a point required by the inquiry
terms of reference. However, the interests of the gambling industry and recreational
gamblers have not been appropriately considered. This issue is canvassed in more
detail in the remainder of this chapter.
Comparison with previous Productivity Commission reports

For example, two previous PC
reports were more thorough…

A gauge of the consistency and thoroughness of the draft gambling report in
meeting the requirements of the Productivity Commission Act 1998 can be achieved
through a comparison with two previous PC reports — the 2002 PC inquiry report
into automotive assistance and the 2009 report into the parallel importation of
books (PC 2002 and PC 2009b). Both reports provide a thorough assessment of the
impact of various recommendations upon industry, employees, international
commitments and initiatives and consumers.

…Review of Automotive
Assistance (2002)…

Review of Automotive Assistance (2002)

The automotive assistance report contains analysis of the effect of regulatory
options on different sectors of society, such as when considering three options for
reducing tariffs on passenger vehicles and components in Australia. Specifically the
report considers costs and benefits imposed on the wider community, consumers
and firms by tariff protection, and how the different sectors of society will benefit
or lose based on the three options presented for tariff reduction (PC 2002).
The automotive assistance report also explores workplace arrangements and
industrial relations in the automotive industry, as well as how policy
recommendations will affect international agreements and initiatives that Australia
is party to. Other aspects of the community perspective considered in the report is
companies supplying vehicle producers. This wide-ranging approach to considering
the interests of all stakeholders contrasts with the draft gambling report.
…and Restrictions on the Parallel
Importation of Books (2009).

Restrictions on the Parallel Importation of Books (2009)

The recently released PC report into the parallel importation of books provides
another comparison for assessing the quality of the draft gambling report (PC
2009b).
This report focused on territorial protection for the publication of many books in
Australia, encompassing a thorough and consistent assessment of policy options
such as repealing parallel import restrictions on books, selective protection
arrangements and revised subsidy arrangements.
A whole chapter in this report is dedicated to providing an analysis of the impact of
the option of repealing parallel import restrictions upon all major stakeholders
including publishers, authors, consumers and the Australian book production
industry. Some stakeholders, such as independent booksellers, were not satisfied
with the PC analysis, raising concerns that the PC relied upon aged data.
Nevertheless, it is considered that the PC analysis in the books report is superior to
that in the draft gambling report.

The Allen Consulting Group
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3.3

Overarching issues

Four overarching issues of
concern…

Following analysis of chapters 3, 4 and 11 of the draft PC report, four overarching
issues of potential concern are identified:

…limited evidence base…

•

there is a limited evidence base for policy-making regarding gambling policy;

•

much of the analysis relating to EGMs does not differentiate between venues
(hotels, clubs and casinos), with little analysis indicating whether findings, and
thus recommendations, are equally applicable to these different EGM venues;

•

contrary to the requirement of the Productivity Commission Act 1998, the report
contains little analysis on the implications of draft recommendations for all
stakeholders so as to identify net social benefits, with analysis instead largely
focussed upon problem gamblers; and

•

the application of the precautionary approach to analysis and recommendations.

…lack of differentiation between
EGM venues…

…little analysis on the
implications of draft
recommendations for all
stakeholders…

…and application of the
precautionary approach.

Limited evidence base for policy-making
Limited research has been
conducted or commissioned since
1999 to improve evidence on
effective harm minimisation
strategies…

A key obstacle noted by the PC in the draft report, and in many submissions to the
inquiry, is that there is a limited evidence base for gambling policy development.
Since the 1999 PC inquiry only limited research has been conducted or
commissioned by Australian governments to improve evidence on effective harm
minimisation strategies. For example, Delfabbro (2008) has found that few, if any,
harm minimisation studies published in Australia during the past decade meet the
standards required for formal clinical evaluations. Formal clinical evaluations of
harm minimisation would require the use of randomisation, control groups, longerterm follow-ups and a consistent treatment of drop-out rates. The PC notes in
chapter 3 of the draft report the weaknesses in the current evidence base, but has
nevertheless decided to make specific policy recommendations.

…but a risk governments will
implement specific PC
recommendations without
evaluation mechanisms put in
place.

There is a danger that despite the absence of strong evidence of efficacy, the
specific recommendations made by the PC in the current draft report will be
implemented by governments without appropriate evaluation mechanisms put in
place.
Differentiation between EGM venue types in analysis

Vast majority of EGMs are not in
casinos…

The Allen Consulting Group

In a number of places in the draft report, the PC recognises that casinos are
destination venues, in contrast to the convenience nature of hotels and clubs.
Indeed, Australia’s 13 casinos account for only 6 per cent (12,306) of EGMs, with
the balance located in hotels (35 per cent) and clubs (59 per cent) (PC 2009a, p.
2.24).
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…meaning much research on
EGMs and problem gambling is
largely related to hotel and clubs
patrons.

With the vast majority of EGMs not located in casinos, much of the research
reported by the PC on issues such as problem gambling is largely related to EGM
players attending hotels and clubs. Very little of the published research based on
prevalence surveys distinguishes between the EGM venue type attended by
respondents. With there significant differences between venues, which are
acknowledged and reported by the PC, it is unclear why recommendations made by
the PC are intended to apply equally to all venue types. Indeed, in chapter 3 of the
draft report, the PC indicates its intent to assess whether harm minimisation
measures should apply in the same way to casinos, hotels and clubs. However, this
assessment did not occur.
Recommendations are not assessed on the basis of a net social benefit

Chapter 3 of the draft PC report
outlines a widely accepted
framework to good policy
development…

Chapter 3 of the draft PC report outlines a widely accepted framework to good
policy development. This approach includes the need to reduce the risk of
unintended impacts upon recreational gamblers, and the assessment of the likely
costs and benefits of policy options. The draft report also suggests that policies
should seek to not impose impacts on “industry segments where there are few
consumer problems” (PC 2009a, p. 3.2).

…but this framework is not
applied to the development of
draft recommendations.

However, this framework is not applied to the development of draft
recommendations, particularly those that would involve new or amended
regulations. Furthermore, are not accompanied by evidence that they will lead to a
net benefit to the community. Rather, the focus of the analysis is on the benefit to
society of a marginal reduction in problem gambling, which is one important
component, but the analysis does not make a direct comparison of these benefits to
potential costs of regulatory options. The interests of gambling producers and
recreational gamblers also do not appear to have been adequately considered in the
analysis.

No attempt is made in the report
to quantify these costs to gaming
industry of proposed regulations…

There is some mention throughout the draft report of potential costs to the gaming
industry of proposed regulation, for example the potential costs of altering EGMs.
However, no attempt is made in the analysis to quantify these costs, despite the fact
that such quantification would certainly be feasible, and is in many ways more
straightforward than quantification of the costs of problem gambling.

…contrary to requirements of
various government guidelines…

All Australian governments are required to conduct full regulatory analysis for
national regulatory proposals under guidelines established by the Council of
Australian Governments (COAG), and a majority of governments are also bound by
regulatory assessment guidelines for their own legislation and regulations (COAG
2007). The draft recommendations, therefore, do not meet the standard of analysis
required by a majority of governments — if these recommendations were to be
adopted the onus would be on governments to determine whether the
recommendations actually meet their respective requirements for best practice
regulation.
The omission of analysis of business compliance costs could be addressed through
the use of standard compliance costs methodologies. There are currently standards
within the Best Practice Regulation guidelines for governments to measure
compliance costs to business. One such approach is the Business Cost Calculator
developed by the Office of Best Practice Regulation (OBPR), the components of
which are set out in Table 3.1.

The Allen Consulting Group
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Table 3.1

COMPLIANCE TASKS UNDER THE OBPR BUSINESS COST CALCULATOR
Compliance tasks

Description

Notification

Businesses incur costs when they are required to
report certain events to a regulatory authority, either
before or after the event has taken place.

Education

Costs are incurred by business in keeping abreast of
regulatory requirements.

Permission

Costs are incurred in applying for and maintaining
permission to conduct an activity.

Purchase cost

In order to comply with regulation, businesses may
have to purchase materials or equipment.

Record keeping

Businesses incur costs when required to keep
statutory documents up to date.

Enforcement

Businesses incur costs when cooperating with audits,
inspections and regulatory enforcement activities.

Publication and documentation

Costs are incurred when producing documents
required for third parties.

Procedural

Some regulations impose non-administrative costs,
such as requirements on business processes (e.g.
safety drills).

Source: Australian Government 2007, p. 142.

…and despite compliance costs
being relatively straightforward to
measure.

Measures of compliance costs for the gambling sector would be relatively
straightforward to estimate because the industry is already highly regulated —
governments already collect extensive information on EGMs that could provide the
basis for estimates of upgrade costs required under new regulations.
The disconnection in the PC report between a sound theoretical approach outlined
in chapter 3 of the draft report, and later chapters, is exemplified in chapter 11. In
this chapter it is suggested that there is not an economic cost when a policy measure
aimed at reducing the externalities of problem gambling lowers the supply of
gambling:
In any case, to the extent that any policy measure acts to counter an ‘externality’ — in this
case, where the cost of remedying the costs of problem gambling falls on society more broadly
— the reduced supply of that good or service does not represent an economic cost (PC 2009a,
p. 11.16).

PC suggests it is economically
efficient to address any externality
in the market through
regulation…

The Allen Consulting Group

This approach misrepresents good regulatory analysis by assuming that it is
economically efficient to address any externality in the market through regulation.
Furthermore, this approach does not acknowledge that the consumption of
gambling services by many people, such as by recreational EGM players, does not
result in an externality. Rather, the reduced supply of EGMs is likely to lead to a
reduction in the consumption of EGMs by recreational players, and thus diminish
the enjoyment these players derive, as measured by consumer surplus. Such a
reduction in consumer surplus would be an economic cost. Furthermore, reductions
in the supply of gaming services are also likely to reduce the producer surplus
derived by gaming suppliers, which is also considered to be an economic cost
(Boardman et al 2006).
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…but externalities are common
place across all markets of an
economy…

As noted by the OBPR, externalities are common place across all markets of an
economy — very rarely do the actions of a producer, consumer, buyer or seller in a
market not have an external impact on other parties (see Box 3.1). Accordingly, the
presence of an externality is not a prima facie rationale for government intervention
(Australian Government 2007).
Box 3.1

EXTERNALITIES
An externality occurs when one party imposes on others benefits that are not paid for, or
costs that are not compensated through market prices. For example, a factory may
pollute a river to the detriment of other users of the river. Alternatively, individuals may
choose to drive on already congested roads, increasing the congestion and imposing
costs on other road users.
As most activities generate some form of externality (positive or negative), the existence
of an externality does not on its own justify government intervention. The determining
factors include the size and nature of the externality, and the likelihood that government
intervention will be successful in addressing the externality at relatively low cost.
Source: Australian Government 2007, p. 61

…with it necessary to carefully
consider and test interventions.

Rather, in considering whether to intervene in the presence of an externality,
governments should ask:
•

what are the costs to society of the identified externality?

•

can new and amended regulation be effective in reducing these costs?

•

will the costs of regulation be less than the benefits of regulation (i.e. costs of
regulation compared with the benefit of reduced costs of the externality)?

Not all regulatory proposals seeking to address an externality would pass this test,
due to the potential difficulties in designing regulation that would effectively
address the problem. Furthermore, high regulatory costs may outweigh the benefits
of addressing the externality. As noted by the PC, many recent attempts by
governments to reduce the costs of problem gambling through regulation have been
ineffective, and have therefore most likely resulted in a net cost to society (see PC
2009a, p. XXVI). This has meant that the costs to society through governments
administering regulation, and industry incurring compliance costs, have lead to little
or no benefits derived from reduced costs of problem gambling.
Using a contemporary example of an emissions trading scheme (ETS), a literal
interpretation of the PC approach to assessing ETS options is that the closure of
profitable emissions intensive industries does not need to be factored into the
decision making process. Rather, applying the PC approach, the closure of an
emissions intensive industry is inconsequential so long as externalities (i.e.
emissions) are reduced.

The Allen Consulting Group
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Application of precautionary approach to analysis and recommendations
PC suggests application of the
precautionary approach…

The draft report includes an assessment of the ‘onus of proof’ in evidence-based
policy, and the need to counter the potential inertia that can come from a high
evidentiary hurdle for new policy. Analysis in the report suggests that, where there
is uncertainty, a ‘balance of evidence’ requirement should apply:
The high potential costs from inaction, or delayed action, suggest that the evidentiary burden
should move from the standard in criminal law of ‘beyond a reasonable doubt’, to the standard
in civil law of ‘the balance of evidence’. The approach is still evidence-based, but one that
accounts for policy uncertainty and the relative risks of being wrong (PC 2009a, p. 3.30).

This issue is most relevant where there is uncertainty around the potential costs and
benefits of a measure — including the potential benefit through avoided cost
(essentially the cost of the ‘problem’). It supports the notion that a lack of full
information, or uncertainty over estimates, should not lead to a tendency towards
inaction.
A ‘balance of evidence’ approach is commonly used in areas where future costs are
highly uncertain, for example in environmental policy where costs of inaction may
not be realised for 50 to 100 years. In these cases, based on all available evidence of
costs and benefits, policy should seek to mitigate future risks, ensuring that future
costs are not so heavily discounted as to be ignored in the analysis.
…with PC arguing large costs to
be alleviated through regulation…

This approach can also be applied to social policy issues, such as problem
gambling, where methodological challenges make it difficult to have a high degree
of certainty around the actual cost of a problem and therefore the benefits of
reducing its prevalence. The draft PC report therefore argues that the potential
benefits of government action to reduce problem gambling are sufficiently large
(even given a wide estimate range) that the uncertainty around the estimates should
not preclude government action.

…but PC doesn’t consider other
important costs and benefits of
intervention.

A key element missing from this analysis is that other important costs and benefits,
such as the costs of government intervention to recreational users, and compliance
costs for business, are not directly compared with the benefits of reducing problem
gambling. As noted above, these factors are not considered, despite the fact that
they are readily measurable and are likely to have a higher degree of certainty than
estimates of the benefits of reducing problem gambling. In this case, a ‘balance of
evidence’ approach has not been appropriately applied, because not all available
evidence is represented.
The approach taken should be to include all relevant costs and benefits, then within
that context consider the potential relative size of benefits (with their inherent
uncertainty) and costs (most likely with greater certainty).
3.4

Chapter 3: The Policy Framework

Appropriateness of methodological approach
PC considers three different
frameworks to consider role of
government in the gambling
sector…

The Allen Consulting Group

Chapter 3 of the draft PC report sets out the policy and regulatory framework for
government’s role in the gambling sector. The three main types of policy
frameworks assessed in the draft PC report are:
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…public health model…

•

Public health model — defined as ‘the science and art of preventing disease,
prolonging life and promoting health through the organised efforts and
informed choices of society, organizations, public and private, communities and
individuals’ (PC 2009a, p. 3.16);

…consumer focus model…

•

Consumer focus model — which recognises that gambling is a consumer good,
and that, as for other consumption, the policy environment should seek to
maximise benefits for consumers (including ensuring product safety standards,
fitness for purpose etc) (PC 2009a, p. 3.19); and

…and medical model.

•

Medical model — which concentrates on the effective treatment of people who
already have some ‘dysfunctional’ health condition, and encompasses the
specialised professionals and knowledge required to achieve this (PC 2009a, p.
3.14).

The PC draws upon these various models to present a viewpoint on what should be
the primary objectives of gambling policy in Australia (see Box 3.2).
Box 3.2

PROPOSED PRIMARY OBJECTIVES OF GAMBLING POLICY, PRODUCTIVITY
COMMISSION DRAFT REPORT
Reduce detriment to consumers, which in turn requires:
•

preventing consumers from becoming problem gamblers;

•

lower levels of harm experienced by those gamblers who are already experiencing
problems (for example, because they are able to more effectively limit their time or
money spent gambling) and, associated with these, reduced harms for their
significant others and the community at large;

•

more effective help services for those gamblers experiencing significant control
problems;

•

appropriate behaviours by suppliers of gambling; and

•

overcoming consumers’ cognitive misperceptions or poor information, so they can
make better informed judgments about their gambling decisions.
Achieve better value for consumers through:
•

lower prices (alleviating the impacts of anti-competitive arrangements, ineffective
cost-increasing regulatory requirements and unnecessary red tape for gambling
suppliers — all of which ultimately fall on consumers as higher prices);

•

higher quality and more innovative gambling products; and

•

a capacity for greater consumer sovereignty by giving consumers more tools to
control their own gambling.
Meeting public expectations through:
•

the better realisation of community norms and aspirations, noting that the
community’s ambivalence to gambling partly derives regulation; and

•

more accountable and transparent government decision-making, in an area where
the public have a strong policy interest better functioning communities.

Introduce better institutional arrangements for gambling policy making and regulation —
a goal that underpins the capacity to achieve the other objectives.
Source: PC 2009a, p. 3.19-3.20.

The Allen Consulting Group
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PC considers the overall goal of
gambling policy to be maximising
net community benefits…

These policy objectives set some broad goals for mitigating the impact of problem
gambling, and providing an environment for gamblers to participate in gambling
while achieving ‘value for money’. The draft PC report goes on to say that, while
some of these objectives may involve trade-offs, the overall goal of gambling
policy can still be characterised as maximising net community benefits.

…but PC doesn’t consider existing
frameworks and guidelines for
best practice regulation…

A missing component in this framework is consideration of existing frameworks
and guidelines for best practice regulation. Guidelines for best practice regulation
have been in place for Commonwealth, State and Territory governments — as well
as for decisions made by COAG — for a number of years. The premise behind
these guidelines is that governments should, in making new or amending existing
regulations, conduct appropriate analysis. For instance, the COAG Principles for
Best Practice Regulation, as set out in Box 3.3 below, require that governments
should only regulate where there is a clear problem that needs to be addressed,
when a range of regulatory and non-regulatory options have been considered, and
when there is sufficient evidence that the proposed change will generate a net
benefit for the community (COAG 2007).
Box 3.3

PRINCIPLES OF BEST PRACTICE REGULATION
COAG has agreed that all governments will ensure that regulatory processes in their
jurisdiction are consistent with the following principles:
1.

establishing a case for action before addressing a problem;

2.

a range of feasible policy options must be considered, including self-regulatory,
co-regulatory and non-regulatory approaches, and their benefits and costs
assessed;
adopting the option that generates the greatest net benefit for the community;

3.
4.

in accordance with the Competition Principles Agreement, legislation should not
restrict competition unless it can be demonstrated that:
(a) the benefits of the restrictions to the community as a whole outweigh
the costs, and
(b) the objectives of the regulation can only be achieved by restricting
competition.

5.

providing effective guidance to relevant regulators and regulated parties in order
to ensure that the policy intent and expected compliance requirements of the
regulation are clear;

6.

ensuring that regulation remains relevant and effective over time;

7.

consulting effectively with affected key stakeholders at all stages of the regulatory
cycle; and

8.

government action should be effective and proportional to the issue being
addressed.

Source: COAG 2007, p. 4

Similar guidelines are in place for the Commonwealth Government (through the
Office of Best Practice Regulation), the Victorian Government (through the
Victorian Competition and Efficiency Commission), the New South Wales
Government (through the Better Regulation Office), and in the Australian Capital
Territory, Western Australia and the Northern Territory.

The Allen Consulting Group
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Such analysis includes taking into account costs and benefits to all affected
stakeholders. As the OBPR states in its guidelines:
An impact analysis should be evidence-based and comprehensive. This means that all groups
affected by the problem and its proposed solution must be identified, including those directly
affected by the options and those indirectly affected. In addition, the effects on the community
as a whole should be addressed (Australian Government 2007, p. 69).

…with Office for Best Practice
Regulation guidelines requiring
analysis to be evidence-based and
comprehensive…

…such that draft PC report does
not meet expected standards of
regulatory analysis.

The approach taken in the draft PC report, while focusing on the potential benefits
of a reduction in problem gambling, does not meet these standards of regulatory
analysis. This is primarily because the report does not apply a sufficiently broad and
consistent approach to comparing the full impact of its proposed changes to
regulation in the gambling sector. There are three key factors supporting this
conclusion:
•

a lack of full cost benefit analysis for draft recommendations which involve
regulatory change;

•

a reliance on risk-based assessment favouring potential benefits and costs
avoided (precautionary approach), rather than a consistent assessment of all
costs and benefits; and

•

a misrepresentation of the commonly accepted role for government in the
presence of market failures, such as externalities.

Potential benefits of reducing problem gambling
PC attempts to estimate the ‘size
of the prize’…

In chapter 3 of the draft report, the PC develops an estimate labelled the ‘size of the
prize’ — what it considers to be the potential gain to society of reducing the extent
of problem gambling, and other harms associated with gambling (see Box 3.4).
Box 3.4

DRAFT FINDING 3.1
Even under conservative assumptions, a sustained 10 per cent reduction in the costs
associated with problem gambling is estimated to generate benefits to society of around
$450 million a year in 2008-09 prices, and longer-term benefits amounting to several
billion dollars. This implies that even harm minimisation measures with modest efficacy
may produce worthwhile net benefits so long as they do not also involve excessive costs.
Source: PC 2009a, p. 3.23.

…generating an estimate of
$450 million a year…

The Allen Consulting Group

This estimate of potential benefits, which is of $450 million a year (in 2008-09
prices), is by the PC’s own admission a ‘back-of-the-envelope’ calculation, largely
based upon estimates developed as part of the 1999 inquiry (PC 1999).
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…based upon a reduction of
10 per cent in problem
gambling.But no evidence is
produced on exactly how this
would be achieved.

The estimate of $450 million was derived by first estimating the gross social costs
associated with problem gambling as being around $4.5 billion a year, and then
hypothesising that a sustained 10 per cent reduction in problem gambling would
reduce these costs by $450 million. This cost reduction is considered to be a benefit
by the PC. No evidence is provided by the PC on the feasibility of a 10 per cent
reduction in problem gambling given existing knowledge on the efficacy of various
regulatory options and other interventions. Furthermore, the PC argues that high,
but unquantified, costs are incurred by recreational and low risk gamblers. This may
be the case, but it ignores the widely accepted fact that ‘recreational gamblers gain
clear benefits from gambling’ (PC 2009a, p. 4.8).

PC approach to estimating
potential benefits from reducing
problem gambling is not useful for
policymaking…

This estimate by the PC is akin to the approach often taken in health policy to
develop an estimate of the ‘cost of illness’. Cost of illness studies are generally not
considered to be particularly useful, in themselves, for informing policymaking
(Byford et al 2000). This is because no guidance is provided on how resources and
regulatory effort should be allocated to reduce the size of the ‘problem’.

…PC estimates of the potential
benefits of reducing problem
gambling do not consider
gambling mode or venue type, or
the costs associated with
achieving such a reduction.

It is felt that the PC estimates should also consider venue type, particularly the
social costs associated with EGM play in casinos, in comparison to convenience
venues such as hotels and clubs.

A more appropriate approach
would be to estimate the net
benefit of gambling (not just social
cost of problem gambling)…

Most critically, the estimates reported by the PC do not consider the social costs of
interventions that may be used to reduce problem gambling. These social costs
could include:
•

financial costs to government of developing and operating problem gambling
programs; and

•

regulatory costs, including –
reduced consumer surplus received by
interventions reduces play on EGMs; and

recreational

gamblers

if

–

costs incurred by gaming suppliers, including EGM modification costs, and
reductions in producer surplus associated with reduced consumption.

A more appropriate estimate than singularly focussing upon the social costs of
problem gambling, would be to report the net benefit of gambling (encompassing
benefits to consumers, producers and others), alongside the social costs of problem
1
gambling. This approach was partly taken in the 1999 report (see Table 3.2).

1

The Allen Consulting Group

–

The 1999 PC report did not consider producer surplus in analysis of benefits of gambling. However, this is
considered to be a valid measure for inclusion in a cost-benefit analysis (Boardman et al 2006).
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Table 3.2

MEASURED CONSUMER BENEFITS, SOCIAL COSTS AND NET IMPACTS OF
GAMBLING, BY MODE OF GAMBLING, $ MILLION (1997-98)
a

Net consumer
benefit

Social costs of
gambling

Net benefit

Wagering

629 — 885

267 — 830

(201) — 617

Lotteries

1,232 — 1,498

34 — 106

1,126 — 1,464

219 — 266

24 — 74

145 — 243

1,617 — 2,491

1,369 — 4,250

(2,634) — 1,122

Casino table gaming

581 — 771

48 — 150

431 — 723

Other

103 — 184

57 — 176

(73) — 127

4,365 — 6,076

1,800 — 5,586

(1,221) — 4,277

Scratchies
Gaming machines

All gambling
a

Note: Figures in brackets represent a loss.
Source: PC 1999, p. 11.7.

…thus providing greater insight to
policymakers, including advice on
how policy change may impact
upon all stakeholders.

Including all the costs and benefits of gambling, to provide an estimate of net social
benefit, will provide greater insight to policymakers. This would also provide a
framework against which the impact of policy changes upon all stakeholders can be
assessed, instead of placing the emphasis solely upon the costs of problem
gambling. A danger is that the costs associated with regulatory changes incurred by
recreational gamblers and gaming suppliers may be far greater than benefits derived
from reducing the costs associated with problem gambling.
3.5

Chapter 4: The prevalence of problems with gambling

Chapter 4 of the draft PC report considers a wide range of data to analyse the extent
of problem gambling in the Australian community. In this chapter, six findings are
made, but no recommendations are developed. The chapter findings consider:
•

whether people not categorised as ‘problem gamblers’ are harmed by gambling;

•

the number of people suffering significant gambling problems, particularly
regular gamblers;

•

the amount of EGM expenditure made by problem gamblers; and

•

an apparent decline in the prevalence of problem gambling.

Not only problem gamblers are considered to be harmed by gambling
PC considers that gamblingrelated harm is not confined to
those who are categories as being
problem gamblers

The PC considers that gambling-related harm is not confined to those who are
categorised as being problem gamblers. This finding is significant, as it is implies
there could be large societal benefits from harm-minimisation measures.
Box 3.5

DRAFT FINDING 4.1
There are many people not categorised as ‘problem’ gamblers who, nevertheless, say
they are harmed by their gambling.
Source: PC 2009a, p. 4.22

The Allen Consulting Group
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Basis of finding and limitations
Problem gamblers experience
both consumer and psychiatric
issues relating to gambling.

The PC defines problem gamblers as individuals experiencing both consumer and
psychiatric issues relating to gambling. Consumer issues relate to when detriment is
experienced due to the nature of the product itself. Psychiatric issues move beyond
this to include behaviours consistent with addiction. Gamblers who experience
harm are considered to experience emotional, social or monetary costs as a result of
gambling (PC 2009a, p. 4.4).

Prevalence measures are collected
by psychological screens, but
different screens yield different
results.

Psychological screening tools are used to measure the actual number of problem
gamblers. Up to 1999 the South Oaks Gambling Screen (SOGS) was used in
Australia, however all recent studies have used the Canadian Problem Gambling
Index (CPGI).
A problem gambler is identified by the SOGS when a score of SOGS 5+ is
achieved. In contact, the CGPI requires a score of 8+ to be identified as a problem
gambler. When applied to the same populations, the SOGS has identified greater
numbers of problem gamblers. This situation highlights that the term ‘problem
gambler’ is somewhat arbitrary and may be more usefully conceived as a spectrum
rather than a threshold.

Non-problem gamblers also
considered by the PC as suffering
harm.

Following the compilation of data from various studies, the PC finds that gamblers
exhibiting no or moderate risk of problem gambling in fact experience harm. This
finding is drawn from survey questions relating to jobs, health, psychological and
psycho-social harms (see Table 3.3).

Table 3.3

VARIABILITY BETWEEN STUDIES: SHARE OF AFFECTED PEOPLE WHO ARE CPGI 0-7
Queensland
(2006-07)

New South
Wales (2006)

South
Australia
(2005)

Tasmania
(2007)

Variability
(percentage
points)

Sometimes to always thought had a
gambling problem

62.0

46.8

60.5

51.5

15.2

Affected health

66.7

42.7

53.9

26.8

39.9

Often/always bet more than can
afford

50.0

18.1

39.2

11.7

38.3

Sometimes to always caused
financial problems for the household

49.4

23.2

23.1

20.5

28.9

Often/always felt guilty about
gambling

36.9

19.4

37.4

27.8

18.0

Often/always criticised about
gambling

25.6

22.5

37.3

13.1

24.2

Source: PC 2009a, pp. 4.20-4.22

There are three key issues identified by the PC that reduces the validity of the most
popular screening instruments – the South Oaks Gambling Screen (SOGS) and the
Canadian Problem Gambling Index (CPGI).

The Allen Consulting Group
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First, there is no gold standard against which population screens can be tested to
measure their validity. The complex and at times nebulous nature of problem
gambling effectively means that an appropriate suite of clinical and psychological
tests has not yet been developed to definitively identify a problem gambler.
The PC acknowledges that there
are numerous issues associated
with the measurement of
gambling-related harm and the
prevalence of problem gambling.

Second, there are limited data that could thoroughly test whether a set of apparent
environmental or behavioural risk factors are associated with future harm – a point
recognised by the PC:
Ideally, a longitudinal study would be undertaken that would identify those factors with the
best capacity for predicting future harm. As it stands, the current assessment of risk factors
rests on the judgment of experts (which is useful, but incomplete). It also rests on the
reasonable, if largely untested, view that people displaying weak symptoms of harm (for
instance, sometimes feeling guilty) are at risk of higher future harms (PC 2009a, p. 4.5).

Third, the nature and extent of gambling-related harms are hard to measure,
aggregate and compare. There are many forms of harm, some of which are hard to
measure and confirm because of their subjective nature and they cannot be readily
aggregated across different questions or across individual respondents (PC 2009a,
p. 4.8).
In addition to the subjectiveness of the concept of harms, it is also difficult to
capture the frequency of different behaviours or experiences ranging from never,
rarely, sometimes, often to always. This too is subjective, as the level of harm
experienced by persons given an identical response could in fact by quite different
(PC 2009a, p. 4.8).

The Allen Consulting Group
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The PC acknowledges that
modifications to the CPGI in
Australia raise a number of
concerns.

To compound these measurement issues, Australian researchers have modified the
CPGI methodology, raising concerns that this may affect estimated prevalence rates
(see Table 3.4). While these changes are subtle, it undermines the rigorous process
of development, testing, and validation of the CPGI which occurred over a three
year period (Ferris & Wynne 2001). The originator of the CPGI does not support
these modifications given that it changes the psychometric properties of the test (PC
2009a, 4.15).
Table 3.4

AUSTRALIAN MODIFICATIONS TO THE CPGI
Score

Original CPGI measure of
frequency

Modified Australian CPGI
measure of frequency

0

Never

Never

1

Sometimes

Rarely
Sometimes

2

Most of the time

Often

3

Almost always

Always

Source: PC 2009a, p. 4.15.

The PC’s analysis of the validity
of the modified CPGI finds that
errors are not likely to be
significant.

These untested modifications potentially undermine the reliability of the data from
three out of the four main prevalence studies upon which the PC has based its
findings.
The PC devotes Appendix D to address with this issue. The findings of this
analysis, which included Monte Carlo analysis, are that the modified CPGI is likely
to:
•

underestimate the number of problem gamblers but this effect is not likely to be
more than a few per cent;

•

overestimate the numbers of moderate risk gamblers to a more significant
degree — around 5 per cent;

•

have ambiguous effects on the numbers of low risk gamblers; and

•

underestimate the number of no risk adults, but by a negligible degree.

The PC’s treatment of this issue provides some comfort that the modifications to
the CPGI should not result in significant estimation errors.
The magnitude of the divergence
in estimates from the modified
CPGI and un-modified CPGI calls
into the question whether the
modified CPGI is accurate.

The Allen Consulting Group

The fact that the Tasmanian prevalence survey has applied the CPGI in its
unmodified form provides an additional opportunity to test the accuracy of the
modified CPGI. There are likely to be environmental and population differences
between Tasmania and other states so any indicators will not be strictly comparable.
That being said, a comparison of measurements across a range of variables reveals
that there are significant differences between Tasmania and the states which used
the modified CPGI (Queensland, South Australia and New South Wales). These
differences can be observed in Table 3.3 and Table 3.5:
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•

in Table 3.3, the estimates for Tasmania are at or near the bottom end of the
range, in some cases significantly lower than estimates in the other three states;
and

•

in Table 3.5, the estimates for Tasmania are at or near the top end of the range,
and again in some cases, the divergence from the other three states is
significant.

The direction of these differences between Tasmania and the other three states are
consistent with the PC’s findings in Appendix D. However, the magnitude of the
divergence calls into the question whether the modified CPGI is as accurate as the
PC suggests.
Table 3.5

VARIABILITY BETWEEN STUDIES: PROBLEM GAMBLERS
Queensland
(2006-07)

New South
Wales (2006)

South
Australia
(2005)

Tasmania
(2007)

Variability
(percentage
points)

Sometimes to always thought had a
gambling problem

88.0

83.1

83.7

100.0

16.9

Affected health

70.9

81.0

83.6

88.3

17.4

Often/always bet more than can
afford

34.6

57.7

53.9

77.9

43.3

Sometimes to always caused
financial problems for the household

54.7

57.0

65.2

86.2

31.5

Often/always felt guilty about
gambling

66.6

66.3

71.9

57.9

14

Often/always criticised about
gambling

28.5

44.3

30.2

34.1

15.8

Source: PC 2009a, pp. 4.20-4.22

Other issues also make it difficult to compare and aggregate estimates from
different states. Indicators for Queensland are from a large-scale prevalence survey
relating to all gamblers, the New South Wales and Tasmanian figures relate to
weekly gamblers and the South Australian figures relate to at least fortnightly
gamblers.
Application of finding to casino industry
There is no analysis of extent of
harm associated with
casino-based EGMs.

The analysis reported by the PC suggests that many non-problem gamblers also
experience harm from gambling. This finding would be of concern to casinos and
other EGM venues as it suggests that many more people are harmed by gambling
than solely problem gamblers. However, this raises the need to also identify
whether the same levels of harm are experienced by recreational gamblers in a
casino environment, compared to recreational gamblers attending convenience
venues such as hotels and clubs.
The prevalence of problem gambling

The PC’s estimation of the prevalence of problem gambling is based on recent
state-based prevalence studies that use the CPGI instrument (see Box 3.6).
The Allen Consulting Group
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Box 3.6

DRAFT FINDING 4.2
There are estimated to be between 90,000 and 170,000 Australian adults suffering
significant problems from their gambling in a year (0.5 to 1.0 per cent of adults), and
between 230,000 and 350,000 people with moderate risks that may make them
vulnerable to problem gambling (1.4 to 2.1 per cent of adults).
Source: PC 2009a, p. 4.25.

Basis of finding and limitations
The PC’s estimate of prevalence
was obtained from sample surveys
using the CPGI…

The PC’s estimate of prevalence was obtained from sample surveys using the
CPGI. This represents a shift towards the more contemporary instrument, away
from the SOGS. Those with a CPGI score of 8 or more are considered to be
problem gamblers. This segment encompasses 90,000 to 170,000 Australian adults
suffering significant problems from their gambling in a year (0.5 to 1.0 per cent of
adults). Those adults that scored CPGI 3–7 were categorised as gamblers at
moderate risk. This segment encompasses a further 230,000 to 350,000 Australian
adults (1.4 to 2.1 per cent of adults).
Although the PC’s estimates are strengthened by relying on a diverse range data
sources, there are a number of issues to note:

…but the source data used
different survey methods…

…and have a substantial degree of
statistical imprecision.

•

these estimates were gained using differing survey methodologies and sampling
parameters (see previous section) which may detract from the comparability
and validity of the aggregate figures; and

•

the PC report states that results are obtained from sample surveys that have a
substantial degree of statistical imprecision and thus there is a high probability
of inaccuracy in estimates.

Application of finding to casino industry
Research examining casino-based
EGM play, suggests there is a
lower level of problem gambling
in casinos than other EGM
venues.

A paper by Thomas (2009), addressing EGM problem gambling, measured the
frequency of gambling on EGMs for city-based casinos relative to other non-casino
EGM venues (clubs and hotels). Analysis of survey data indicated that a larger
share of EGM players attended non-casino EGM venues more than weekly
(18.9 percent of the total sample size), compared to attendance at casinos (2 per
cent of the total sample size). This analysis also suggests that a larger proportion of
problem gambling takes place at non-casino venues. Further evidence using a fivepoint scale over range of activities also finds that problem gamblers play more
frequently on EGMs at non-casino EGM venues than at casinos.
Problem gambling among players of EGMs

The PC found that problem
gambling is more concentrated
among EGM players…

The Allen Consulting Group

The PC found that problem gambling is more concentrated among those who use
EGMs. This finding leads to a strong emphasis on EGM-related policy throughout
the draft report (see Box 3.7).
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Box 3.7

DRAFT FINDINGS 4.3 AND 4.4
Draft finding 4.3
About 15 per cent of adults gamble regularly (excluding Lotto and ‘scratchies’). While
imprecise, it is estimated that around one in ten of this group would be classified as
problem gamblers, with approximately an additional 15 per cent experiencing moderate
risks.
Draft finding 4.4
Around 5 per cent of adults play gaming machines weekly or more often. Around 15 per
cent of this group would be classified as problem gamblers with around an additional
15 per cent experiencing moderate risks. Altogether, around one third of regular gaming
machine players face significant risks.
Source: PC 2009a, p. 4.30-4.31.

Basis of finding and limitations

The estimates underpinning draft findings 4.3 and 4.4 are synthesised in tables 4.10
and 4.11 of the draft report. There are a number of potential statistical
inconsistencies associated with the source data and their analysis.
Definitions of problem gambling
differed between jurisdictions…

Table 4.10 in the draft PC report identifies the prevalence of problem gambling.
However, the definition of problem gambling differed between jurisdictions, with
many studies dated. Victorian data is the most current, collected in 2008, with data
for Western Australia and Tasmania from 1999.

…data is also dated…

Table 4.11 reports the estimated prevalence of problem gambling among regular
gamblers. This analysis has the same deficiencies as table 4.10 in terms of the dated
nature of the data. The definition of regular gamblers varies among the various
prevalence surveys, however information is not provided indicating the differences
between specific state surveys.

…the various surveys considered
by the PC applied differing
measurement techniques…

The PC notes that EGMs do not necessarily cause problem gambling, and that
problems experienced by EGM players may be attributed to problem gambling in
other areas. However, it is argued that strands of evidence suggest that EGMs are
the likely source of most gambling problems in Australia. Various examples are
provided yet the differing measurement techniques applied in different surveys are
not explored in detail. These differing methods could lead to inaccuracy in results,
comparisons and aggregate figures.

…evidence is not ‘clear cut’
linking problem gamblers
exclusively with EGMs.

Although the PC argues that ‘the greater the extent of the problem, the more likely
it is related to EGMs,’ this does not translate to all gambling problems being
attributed to EGMs. Even if EGM play constitutes a large proportion of problem
gambling, conclusions linking problem gamblers exclusively with EGMs may be
biased and incorrect.
Application of finding to casino industry

Draft findings 4.3 and 4.4 suggest there are risks faced by EGM players,
highlighting that this as an area of concern for gaming venues. Once again, no
distinction is made between casino and non-casino EGM venues.

The Allen Consulting Group
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EGM expenditure by problem gamblers
The PC estimates that problem
gamblers account for an estimated
40 per cent of total EGM
expenditure…

Analysis by the PC estimates that problem gamblers account for an estimated
40 per cent of total EGM expenditure (see Box 3.8).
Box 3.8

DRAFT FINDING 4.5
It is estimated that problem gamblers account for around 40 per cent of total gaming
machine spending (the midpoint of a range of estimates as high as 60 per cent and
conservatively at least 20 per cent). Moderate risk gamblers account for a further
significant share.
Source: Source: PC 2009a, p. 4.37

Basis of finding and limitations
…but data used by the PC appears
to be incomplete, with trends not
comparable…

This finding is based on analysis of several prevalence surveys tabulated in
Appendix B of the draft report. However, the data appears to be incomplete and
trends have been established by equating levels of spending gathered from different
states over different time periods.

…with no analysis identifying
whether this finding is applicable
to casinos…

Furthermore, no analysis is undertaken identifying whether this find is applicable to
casinos, with the type and specific nature of gaming venues likely to affect patron
expenditure. For example, evidence from New Zealand suggests that casinos have a
lower rate of irresponsible gambling than convenience venues. This is supported by
Thomas (2009), who argues that problem gamblers are more likely to regularly
attend non-casino EGM venues than attend casinos.
Many of the figures presented are also dated, drawing upon findings from the 1999
PC inquiry into gambling.

…the limited data analysed by the
PC is supplemented with data
from a single New South Wales
club.

Evidence cited in Appendix B from analysis of data from a single club is used to
support the above PC finding. This analysis found that 20 per cent of players
account for 80 per cent of income received. However as noted by the PC, there is no
explanation of how much of the twenty percent is accounted for by problem
gamblers.
Application of finding to casino industry

Finding 4.4 illustrates the percentage of EGM revenue received by all EGM venues
that can be attributed to problem gamblers. An indication is also given as to the
expenditures of moderate risk gamblers on EGMs. However, no analysis is
undertaken to identify the percentage of casino-based EGM revenue attributable to
problem gamblers.

The Allen Consulting Group
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Trends in problem gambling
Problem gambling prevalence has
declined…but the reasons are not
known…

Draft finding 4.5 highlights that the prevalence rates of problem gambling appear to
have declined, but the reasons for this fall are not known.
Box 3.9

DRAFT FINDING 4.6
While far from certain, problem gambling prevalence rates appear to have fallen. It is
unclear how much this reflects natural adaptation or the impact of government policy,
though both are likely to have contributed. Adult population prevalence can be
misleading about the extent of problem gambling– the key concern is the proportion of
regular gamblers who have problems.
Source: PC 2009a, p. 4.45.

Basis of finding and limitations
…prevalence measured applied in
surveys have changed…

The PC postulates that over time problem gambling prevalence rates have fallen.
However, this finding requires careful consideration as prevalence measures have
also changed over time. For example, earlier studies used the SOGS screen and
more recent studies use the CPGI screen. This makes period comparisons and trend
evaluation difficult. Sample surveys are also known to have a degree of inaccuracy,
with jurisdictions using different sampling methods that could generate systematic
biases.

…with government and EGM
venue policies also potentially
playing a role…

A range of policies have been introduced by governments and EGM venues aimed
at reducing the prevalence of problem gambling. However, the available analysis is
unable to demonstrate policy effects.
Application of finding to casino industry

…this decline could be a sign that
current policy is working.

The declining prevalence rates of problem gambling can be seen as an indication
that government policy and industry have had some effect. However, little mention
is made by the PC of initiatives taken by the gaming industry to reduce the
prevalence of problem gambling.
3.6

Chapter 11: Game features and machine design

Chapter 11 of the draft PC report focuses upon the design elements and features of
EGMs that may contribute to the rate of problem gambling.
The PC has chosen to focus on EGMs given its thesis that the majority of people
who experience problems with gambling are EGM players.
The findings and recommendations of the PC in this chapter span four areas:
•

the intensity of play and the role for bet limits (Draft Finding and
Recommendation 11.1);

•

the rate that cash can be fed into machines and the role for cash input limits
(Draft Finding and Recommendation 11.2); and

•

information for consumers on the cost of play (draft recommendation 11.3).

These findings and recommendations are examined in detail below.
The Allen Consulting Group
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The intensity of play and the role for bet limits
The PC argues that, in theory,
EGMs can be played very
intensively…

The PC is emphatic that EGMs have the potential for high intensity play, at a very
high cost per hour. The PC also considers that these machine characteristics may
not be well understood by players, and that problem gamblers generally play more
intensively and for longer. On this basis, the PC is particularly interested in
problem gambling measures that reduce the intensity of play. This is reflected in
Draft Finding and Recommendations 11.1 (see Box 3.10).
Box 3.10

DRAFT FINDING AND RECOMMENDATION 11.1
Draft finding 11.1
Current bet limits imposed by all jurisdictions are set too high to be effective in
constraining the spending of problem gamblers, given the speed and intensity of play
that a modern gaming machine allows. The maximum bet needs to be low enough to
constrain the spend rate of problem gamblers, but not so low as to adversely affect
recreational gamblers (who typically bet at quite low levels).
Draft recommendation 11.1
In all jurisdictions, the maximum bet limit on gaming machines, other than those in high
roller or VIP rooms at casinos, should be set at one dollar.
Source: PC 2009a, pp. 11.15 and 11.18

Basis of findings and associated limitations
…with problem gamblers
considered to play EGMs
intensively…

The PC’s central thesis is that problem gamblers will bet on more lines and more
credits per line than recreational players. Even though the evidence of more
intensive play by problem gamblers is not always very pronounced, on the whole,
the PC concurs with one researcher that ‘… the balance of evidence suggests that
problem gamblers do tend to gamble more intensively as well as for longer periods
than other players’ (Delfabbro 2008, pp. 104–105). The PC also cites qualitative
anecdotal evidence to support its view.
Although there is some evidence to suggest that the intensity of play is a key
difference between problem gamblers and recreational gamblers the extent of this
difference may be overstated for a number of reasons.

…but the evidence for this is
inconclusive.

The Allen Consulting Group

The first issue with this argument is that at times it overstates the link between the
intensity of play and harm. While some studies suggest that there is some
correlation between the two, there are a number of studies that have been
inconclusive. Table 3.6 summarises the findings of the studies used by the PC.
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Table 3.6

DIFFERENCES IN PLAYING CHARACTERISTICS BETWEEN RECREATIONAL AND PROBLEM GAMBLERS
Study

Indicator

Nonproblem
gamblers

Problem
and at-risk
gamblers

Ratio

Credits per line
Productivity Commission (1999)

Multiple credits per line

36 per cent

70 per cent

2:1

South Australia’s Department of
Human Services (2001)

Always bet more than one
credit per line

16 per cent

27 per cent

1.7:1

South Australia’s Department of
Families and Communities (2007)

More than one credit per line

34 per cent

47 per cent

1.4:1

Number of lines
Productivity Commission (1999)

Average number of lines

6

9

1.5:1

South Australia’s Department of
Human Services (2001)

More than one line per spin

69 per cent

80 per cent

1.2:1

South Australia’s Department of
Families and Communities (2007)

Number of lines played

n/a

n/a

No significant
difference

12 per cent

50 per cent

4.2:1

Total bets per line
Queensland prevalence survey

Percentage that spends $1 or
more per button push
Duration of play

Svetieva et al (2006)

Time spent playing per week

192 minutes

280 minutes

1.5:1

Svetieva et al (2006)

Days played per week

1.79 days

2.28 days

1.3:1

Queensland prevalence survey

Percentage with session
length 2 hours or more

11 per cent

78 per cent

7.1:1

Source: PC 2009a, p. 11.9

There is significant variability in
the correlation between the
intensity of play for problem
gamblers relative to non-problem
gamblers…

Table 3.6 indicates that there is significant variability in the correlation between the
intensity of play for problem gamblers relative to non-problem gamblers. As
expected, the playing characteristics of problem gamblers exceed that of nonproblem gamblers, but this ranges from a factor of 1.2 to a factor of 7.1. Only the
Queensland prevalence survey identified significantly more intensive play by
problem gamblers.

…such that it would be prudent
not to overstate the premise that
problem gamblers play EGMs
intensively.

In light of this, it would be prudent not to overstate the premise that problem
gamblers play EGMs intensively, with Delfabbro (2008) equivocal in this regard.
Some studies such as Svetieva et al (2006) have arrived at the opposite conclusion
to the PC, that is, the main difference between problem and non-problem players
was the duration of sessions rather than the intensity of play (PC 2009a, p. 11.10).
Blaszczynski et al (2001), a pivotal study in informing the PCs findings, admits that
there are ‘many gaps in our knowledge surrounding factors that contribute to the
development of problem gambling at the individual, structural and social levels’
and ‘significant areas of deficit in our basic understanding of the patterns and
characteristics of play by problem and recreational gamblers...’
The intensity of gambling for problem gamblers needs to be assessed with more
robust data in different contexts. Larger studies may find that:

The Allen Consulting Group
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The intensity of gambling for
problem gamblers needs to be
assessed with more robust data in
different contexts…

…with the policy implications
tempered by a probabilistic view
of the different factors that result
in gambling-related harm.

•

amongst some groups, problem gambling may be more strongly reflected in the
time of play rather than intensity of play; and

•

amongst some groups, highly intensive play is preferred but this does not lead
to harm.

The absence of strong evidence suggests that the relationship between intensity and
harm are complex and until better studies are available, the policy implications need
to be considered probabilistically (Box 3.11).
Box 3.11

LENGTH OF PLAY, INTENSITY AND HARM
Although it is not stated outright, an implicit assumption in the PC’s analysis is that
intensity of play and harm are correlated. This leads to the PC’s emphasis on reducing
the average/maximum cost of play.
When considered in conjunction with the third variable of length of play the relationship
between intensity of play and harm are more likely to be only moderately correlated.
Table 3.7 depicts the expected likelihood of harm when assessed against the intensity
and length of play. It illustrates that a high intensity of play is but one factor that
increases the likelihood of problem gambling.
Source: Allen Consulting Group

Table 3.7

LENGTH OF PLAY, INTENSITY AND LIKELIHOOD OF HARM
Intensity of play
Low

Length
of play

Medium

High

Short

Low

Low/Moderate

Moderate

Medium

Low/Moderate

Moderate

Moderate/High

Long

Moderate

Moderate/High

High

Source: Allen Consulting Group

It is possible to play EGMs very
intensively, leading to significant
losses in a short period of play…

The PC shows that in theory, the intensity of play could be as high as $600 to
$1,200 per hour, depending on the policy parameters in different states (Table 11.1,
p.11.5).

…but the actual frequency of the
maximum rate of loss is unknown.

However, it is unclear whether the figures presented in Tables 11.1 and 11.2 reflect
the reality of losses by problem gamblers, or gamblers in general. For instance,
these examples are inconsistent with an example used by the PC later in chapter 11
where it suggests that average expenditure is between $32 and $60 per hour. In this
different context the PC argues that a $20 cash input limit would have a limited
impact.

The Allen Consulting Group
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In addition, it is unclear whether the theoretical maximum rate of losses (as in
Table 11.2) is a good summary indicator of the potential intensity of play. The
intensity of play is a factor of the spin speed, the number of lines, the number of
credits per line and the frequency of button push. Collapsing these various elements
into a single measure of maximum rate of loss masks the reality of the potentially
variable impact of these different elements.
Lower bet limits will have small
costs for the general gambling
population and significant benefits
for problem gamblers…

The PC concludes that there would be ‘little harm’ to most players from a
significant reduction in the maximum bet limit, and ‘a considerable reduction in
harm’ for problem gamblers (PC 2009a, p. 11.11). Furthermore, the PC argues that
‘...if few players bet above $1 per button push and they were more likely to be
problem gamblers, it becomes difficult to justify a bet limit much above that level,
in view of the harm that problem gambling generates’ (PC 2009a, p. 11.11)
The PC arrives at this conclusion based mainly on the findings of Blaszczynski et al
(2001), which studied EGM players in non-casino venues. This study found that:

…but there is a very narrow
evidence base for this finding.

•

relatively few participants bet above $1 per spin, so only a small percentage of
players would be affected by this limit; and

•

those who did bet more than $1 per spin ‘were relatively more likely to be
problem gamblers’, as it found that 2.3 per cent of non-problem gamblers and
7.5 per cent of problem gamblers typically bet more than $1 per game.

Qualitative findings of Blaszczynski support this view, It is important to note that
while Blaszczynski et al (2001) provides useful directions for the development of
policy, is far from conclusive (Box 3.12).
Box 3.12

RELIABILITY OF BLASZCZYNSKI ET AL (2001) FOR POLICY-MAKING
Although the Blaszczynski et al study is well regarded, having been independently vetted
by Tse et al, the authors themselves concede that the study only provides ’preliminary
evidence‘, is ’the first study of its nature‘, and has a number of self-identified limitations:
•

the narrow sampling of venues was based on convenience and ‘should not be taken
to be representative of all clubs or hotels in metropolitan or rural areas in New South
Wales’. No casinos were included in this study;

•

participants were self-selected and there is likely to be a differential effect between
recreational and problem gamblers in agreeing to participate in the study;

•

the study was not conducted in a real natural environment and participants could
have moderated their behaviour while being observed; and

•

the study was confined to single type of one-cent machines.

The researchers go further and say, ’these factors warrant caution in extrapolating these
results to all gamblers across New South Wales or indeed other states or countries’.
Source: Blaszczynski et al 2001, p. 63.
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The PC draws on two studies from Queensland and New South Wales to support
the findings of Blaszczynski et al 2001. While the Queensland study does show that
problem gamblers are more likely to spend $1 or more per button push this study
also shows that many non-problem gamblers (between 12 and 31 per cent) spend $1
or more per button push (PC 2009a, p. 11.12). The PC also supports its argument
using analysis of EGM play data for loyalty members at an unidentified New South
Wales club. However, no evidence is presented by the PC to indicate the
representativeness of this club, such that it is inappropriate for the findings of this
analysis to be applied across all EGM venues, particularly casinos.
The fact that few players bet
above a particular threshold does
not mean that this feature would
not be missed.

The proportion of players who bet over $1 is only one way to measure the costs of a
reduction in the bet limit and it is worth considering other potential impacts on nonproblem gamblers. Firstly, non-problem gamblers may enjoy varying their bet sizes
on occasion — a lower bet limit denies them this variability. Secondly, the level of
enjoyment derived by non-problem-gamblers may be influenced by the knowledge
that they have the ability to place high individual bets, even though they choose to
bet well below the maximum.

The single original study that
recommends a maximum bet limit
of $1 is equivocal.

The policy recommendation to reduce bet limits to $1 relies primarily on the
findings of a paper by Blaszczynski et al (2001). As discussed above, the findings
of this study not considered sufficient for policy development (Box 3.12). The
original recommendations by Blaszczynski et al were enthusiastic but equivocal:
This study provides preliminary evidence to support the effectiveness of reducing the
maximum bet size from $10 to $1 on electronic gaming machines for at least a small proportion
of players (Blaszczynski et al 2001, p. 11).

The PC also draws support for this policy from a submission by McMillen (2009).
Upon closer examination, the submission by McMillen cites ‘large maximum bets’
as just one of several risk factors that warrant greater regulation. The PC highlights
McMillen’s support for maximum bet limits but does not arrive at the same
conclusion in the other three policy areas of spin speeds, note acceptors and jackpot
prizes.
Even though that research is inconsistent and inconclusive, it has provided important
information on EGM gambler behaviour and their interaction with the machines. Combined
national and international evidence indicates that the speed of play (i.e. reel spin), large
maximum bets, note-acceptors and large jackpot prizes are potential risk factors for problem
gambling – and therefore they should be more restricted and regulated (McMillen sub. 223, p
25).
The potential benefits of a lower
bet limit may be offset by an
increase in gambling time leading
to a negligible or negative net
benefit.

The Allen Consulting Group

As discussed in Box 3.11, the recommendation for a $1 bet limit may be ignoring
the other side of the EGM dynamic, that is, the time spent gambling. Lower bet
limits may only lead to more prolonged periods of play and thereby result in no net
reduction, or even a net increase, in gambling related harm (Table 3.8).
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Table 3.8

LENGTH OF PLAY, INTENSITY AND LIKELIHOOD OF HARM
Intensity of play
Low

Short

Low

Medium

Low/Moderate

High

Moderate

BET LIMITS
Medium

Low/Moderate

Moderate

Moderate/High

Long

Moderate

Moderate/High

High

Very
long

High

Length of
play

Source: Allen Consulting Group

As the PC points out, the key supporters of this policy measure have since tempered
their original enthusiasm, saying that the available evidence suggests that a
reduction in the bet limit to $1:
...would reduce the rate of expenditure for players and that these reductions would be greater
for problem gamblers than non-problem gamblers.

but:
Whether or not such a change is likely to translate into a decrease in overall expenditure for
problem gamblers is not known (Blaszczynski et al 2004, cited in PC 2009a, p. 11.17).

Application of finding to the casino industry

First, all of the studies cited by the PC have been based in non-casino settings and it
is unclear that these betting behaviours can be extrapolated to the casino sector.
PC doesn’t accurately report bet
limits in overseas casinos.

Second, the PC indicates that bet limits already apply in the United Kingdom and
New Zealand (pp. 11.11-11.12). However, it does not mention that these other
jurisdictions have acknowledged differences between casinos and other venues. In
the United Kingdom, different bet limits apply to EGMs in casinos in regions (akin
to Australia’s destination gaming casinos). Furthermore, there no regulated EGM
bet limits in New Zealand casinos. Similarly, the Canadian casinos are subject to
different bet limits compared to EGMs in other convenience venues.
The role for cash input limits

The PC discusses a range of potential policy options to reduce harm by restricting
the way that money is inserted into EGMs. Draft finding and recommendation 11.2
support reducing the cash input limit (see Box 3.13). The PC also recommends that
if this policy recommendation is not accepted, then alternatives such as banning
note acceptors or capping the allowed denominations should be implemented.
The Allen Consulting Group
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Box 3.13

DRAFT FINDING AND RECOMMENDATION 11.2
Draft finding 11.2
The limits on the maximum amount of cash that can be inserted into gaming machines
are set too high. A lower cash input limit would not hinder the preferred betting style of
most players, but would act as a brake on high intensity play by preventing players from
loading up gaming machines with multiple high denomination notes.
Draft recommendation 11.2
In all jurisdictions, the maximum amount of cash that can be inserted into a gaming
machine should be $20, with no further cash able to be inserted until the maximum credit
on the machine falls below $20.
•

This restriction should not apply to gaming machines in high roller or VIP rooms at
casinos.

Source: PC 2009a, p. 11.24-11.25.

Basis of finding and limitations
The need to insert cash is a short
break in play and therefore an
opportunity to stop gambling…

The PC is of the view that a low cash input level forces problem gamblers to
re-insert cash, which ‘acts as a succession of short breaks in play’ and requires them
to ‘often reconsider whether to continue gambling’ (PC 2009a, p. 11.25).

…but the evidence base for this
finding is very weak.

The PC relies on two documents that do not demonstrate a particularly high level of
rigour:
•

In a submission to IPART in New South Wales, the Liquor Administration
Board (LAB) recommended a reduction in the cash input limit, from $10,000 to
$200, one of a number of recommendations that the LAB said was ‘acceptable
to industry’. IPART was unwilling to make a recommendation on this matter
off the back of the LAB recommendations, in view of the lack of evidence (no
evidence) and stakeholder views on the matter (no substantive comments)
(IPART 2004).

•

A study by Brodie et al (2003) looking at changes in EGM revenue before and
after the introduction of restrictions on note acceptors in Queensland makes an
oblique reference to the efficacy of cash input limits as it tries to explain
fluctuations in EGM revenue data:
One possibility for the initial decrease in metered win could be that the original policy measure
(allowing only one $20 note to be inserted when the total credits amount to less than $20) was
detrimental to metered win. Therefore after the policy was adjusted (to allow for the inserting
of up to five $20 notes at any one time) revenue returned to trending values.
The other possibility is that the short term ‘shock’ and subsequent return to trend would have
occurred without the policy adjustment. This would again open up arguments for the
reintroduction of the original limit (allowing only one $20 note to be inserted when the total
credits amount to less than $20) if it encourages harm minimising behaviours amongst people
with a gambling problem (Brodie et al 2003, pp. 17-18).

This finding does not appear to be an endorsement of the cash input limit policy
proposal.
Ultimately, the draft finding that cash input limits should be lowered is largely
based on the PC’s own views rather than any compelling evidence base:

The Allen Consulting Group
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In the Commission’s view, the cash input limit should be set at a level that does not hinder
continual play for most players at their preferred betting style, but at the same time acts as a
brake on high intensity play by preventing players from loading up EGMs with multiple high
denomination notes.

and:
While the evidence on this matter is not clear, and there can be no precise way to pick an
appropriate figure, the Commission judges that a cash input level of $20 would not have
adverse implications for most players who do not have problems with their gambling (PC
2009a, p.11.24).

At first glance, it appears reasonable to assume that the need to periodically reinsert with cash input limits will have the same effect as a break in play and thereby
allow gamblers the opportunity to reconsider whether to continue gambling.
However, on further examination, this is a weak assumption for two key reasons:
Lower cash input limits do not
result in a sustained break in play.

First, the break in play will be too short to have the same impact as a true break in
play (enforced for example by a pre-commitment regime or other regulatory
measure). The PC itself articulates elsewhere in its report that breaks in play are
only effective ‘at a time of day, and be of a duration, that provides higher risk
gamblers with a sustained break in play’ (PC 2009a, p. 10.22). It is difficult to see
how the time it takes to feed a $20 note can have any effect.

Lower cash input limits may have
the opposite effect.

Second, this recommendation does not take into account the psychological and/or
decision-making theory that underpins the mental state of problem gamblers. In
particular, such a proposal begs the question “Are problem gamblers more likely to
exert self-control if they insert $100 up front or $20 every 20 to 30 minutes?” If
anything, the reverse could also be true — feeding notes often may make a problem
gambler desensitised to the action of feeding notes and may be more inclined to
continue feeding notes even once they have surpassed their limit.
This is more in line with the theoretical underpinnings of pre-commitment (which is
in turn built on the broader behavioural science and economic literature) where the
gambler makes the choice up-front when their self-control is strongest.

The PC provides strong de facto
support for disallowing note
acceptors.

In its concluding paragraph, the PC makes a further de facto recommendation to
disallow note acceptors, impose limits on the denominations accepted and banning
of note splitters:
Were governments not to implement this recommendation, there would be strong grounds for
not allowing note acceptors on gaming machines where these are not already present and for
not increasing the denominations of existing note acceptors. In addition, ‘note splitters’ should
not be permitted where the denomination of the note acceptor is $20 or less, as they are likely
to undermine any harm minimisation benefits of low denomination note acceptors. However,
they may have a useful role in jurisdictions where high denomination note acceptors are used
(PC 2009a, p.11.26).

This is contrary to the evidence in
the literature.

The evidence underpinning for the PC’s support for these various measures is
unclear. In appraising the studies available, the PC concluded that:
In sum, evidence on the efficacy of prohibiting note acceptors or limiting their use to low
denomination notes is not wholly clear, although the measure does appear to have good face
validity as a harm minimisation measure, and was supported by problem gamblers (PC 2009a,
p. 11.22).
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In supporting these measures, the PC appears to be adopting the findings of the
study by the Blaszczynski et al (2001) rather selectively. After establishing the
credibility of this study to build the case for bet limits earlier on in the chapter, the
PC does not give weight to the recommendations of that same study on note
acceptors.
Evidence on effectiveness of note
acceptor changes for harm
minimisation is not strong.

The study found that although the reconfiguration of note acceptors resulted in a
significant reduction in EGM revenue (42 per cent), this reduction was not
associated with problem gambling status, severity of problem gambling, amount of
money lost or persistence of play (Blaszczynski et al, p. 9). Ultimately the authors
were unequivocal in their conclusions and recommendations:
There was little evidence that the proposed modification to bill acceptors would impact either
positively or negatively on the levels of enjoyment or satisfaction of patrons in either hotels or
clubs.
Anecdotal data obtained from pathological gamblers participating in the focus groups
suggested that this proposed modification would be unlikely to lead to an alteration in patterns
of play.
The present study found no evidence supporting the contention that this modification would
effectively reduce gambling behaviour amongst problem gamblers. Therefore, it is considered
that this modification would be of limited effectiveness in minimizing harm associated with
electronic gaming machines but would lead to an overall reduction in revenue to the gaming
venues (Blaszczynski et al 2001, p. 9)
The reconfiguration of machines to accept denomination notes of $20 or less was not found to
be an effective harm minimisation strategy (Blaszczynski et al 2001, p.11).

IPART was also not convinced of the case to ban note acceptors as an option to
minimise gambling-related harm.
The PC also cites a study in Queensland which provided qualitative evidence of the
effectiveness of note acceptors but ultimately found no long-term impact in EGM
data.
Misconceptions and the role of information on cost of play

In response to concerns that many EGM players are not aware of the cost of play,
the PC developed a recommendation aimed at addressing this issue (see Box 3.14).
Box 3.14

DRAFT RECOMMENDATION 11.3
Governments should ensure that gaming machine players are informed about the cost of
playing, through disclosure of the ‘expected’ hourly expenditure and the percentage cost
of play.
•

Expected hourly expenditure should be shown as a range, from the minimum based
on a low intensity rate of play to the maximum permitted within the machine’s
parameters.

•

The percentage cost should be calculated as 100 minus the return to player
percentage.

Source: PC 2009a, p. 11.46-11.48.
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Basis of finding and limitations
Gamblers have misconceptions
and erroneous beliefs about how
EGMs work.

The PC draws on a range of studies and makes the convincing case that the lack of
understanding about how EGMs work underpins some of the erroneous beliefs held
by some gamblers. This in turn can lead to problem gambling.
The PC argues that the fact that such misconceptions are common amongst all
gamblers suggests that there could be widespread benefits for all consumers from a
better understanding of the risks and costs involved in playing EGMs. The rationale
for greater government intervention is two-fold:
•

from a problem gambling perspective, this is a harm minimisation measure; and

•

from a consumer protection perspective, such information is important to
ensure that consumers can make an informed choice.

There are warnings and player
information displays already in
place.

The PC acknowledges that the industry, government regulators and nongovernment organisations all provide a variety of information sources to counteract
the prevailing misconceptions. The PC does not assess the overall adequacy of the
information currently available but notes that it is unambiguous, easy to understand
and uses creative approaches to improve salience of the information (PC 2009a. pp.
11.41-11.42).

There is no assessment of the
adequacy of current information
displays but the PC endorses
additional displays of the hourly
costs of play.

Notwithstanding the information that is already available, the PC identifies three
key concerns:
•

gamblers may not have the capacity to absorb and understand information about
probabilities, odds and payout structures;

•

this understanding can be overridden by irrational beliefs when gambling; and

•

the occasional experience of winning reinforces erroneous beliefs.

It is proposed that information at the point of consumption on the expected costs of
play will address these issues. In particular, the PC favours displaying the average
cost of play per hour, spanning the range of possible losses according to different
rates of play.
...dollar cost per hour conveys a more useful message than a percentage ‘return to player’.
...it remains the fact that an EGM does cost players a certain amount on average to play, and
this information should be conveyed to players in a more readily understandable form that a
‘return to player’ percentage (PC 2009a, p. 11.44)

The PC’s findings and recommendations in this regard should be considered in light
of its related recommendation in chapter 6 of the draft report.
There is no evidence to support
the PC’s recommendations, and
the recommendations are not
subject to the same level of
assessment advocated for other
such measures.

It seems intuitive, but the PC does not provide any evidence that cost per hour
information would more effectively address any gambler’s misconceptions and/or
erroneous beliefs. The PC’s conclusions on what information would be useful to
consumers and problem gamblers does not appear to satisfy its own standard of
rigour proposed in chapter 6:
Warnings should be market-tested for effectiveness prior to their introduction, and their
impacts assessed by monitoring help-line services before and after implementation (PC 2009a,
p. 6.11).
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In addition, draft recommendation 11.3 does not complement its findings on
information and education in chapter 6 of the draft report. In its draft
recommendation 6.1, the PC advocates gambling warnings that:
•

are conspicuous;

•

use effective imagery;

•

highlight behaviours that are indicative of problem gambling and the benefits of
altering these; and

•

include contact details for help services.

Information of cost per hour of play does not appear to converge with the latter
three factors in this list. Given that there is a limited amount of suitable space for
signage at a gambling venue, and that signage can be costly, it appears that the PC
will need to provide a holistic assessment of the various options to improve
information and signage.
PC has largely considered EGM
specific activities, and not broader
policy initiatives.

The Allen Consulting Group

Finally, in seeking to improve awareness of the cost of playing EGMs, the PC has
largely limited its analysis to EGM specific activities. However, broader policy
initiatives, such as improving financial literacy, could also be beneficial.
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